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Abstract: Despite the many efforts, our theoretical understanding of the ultimate nature
of the dark energy component of the universe still lags well behind the astounding exper-
imental evidence achieved from the increasingly sophisticated observational tools at our
disposal. While the canonical possibility is a strict cosmological constant, or rigid vacuum
energy density ρΛ =const., the exceeding simplicity of this possibility lies also at the root
of its unconvincing theoretical status, as there is no explanation for the existence of such
constant for the entire cosmic history. Herein we explore general models of the vacuum
energy density slowly evolving with the Hubble function H and/or its time derivative,
ρΛ = ρΛ(H, H˙). Some of these models are actually well-motivated from the theoretical
point of view and may provide a rich phenomenology that could be explored in future
observations, whereas some others have more limitations. In this work, we put them to
the test and elucidate which ones are still compatible with the present observations and
which ones are already ruled out. We consider their implications on structure formation,
in combination with data on type Ia supernovae, the Cosmic Microwave Background, the
Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations, and the predicted redshift distribution of cluster-size col-
lapsed structures. The relation of these vacuum models on possible evidence of dynamical
dark energy recently pointed out in the literature is also briefly addressed.
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1. Introduction
The existence of the dark energy (DE) component in our universe as the purported physical
cause for the accelerated expansion is currently beyond dispute from the observational point
of view [1]. The simplest explanation, namely in the form of a cosmological constant (CC) in
Einstein’s field equations, is apparently working quite well (it is the basis of the standard
ΛCDM cosmological model), but unfortunately it does not provide a single clue about
its origin in the context of fundamental physics, i.e. according to quantum field theory
(QFT), string theory etc. In fact, the theoretical prediction within any sound framework
is well-known to overshoot by far the observational value, and this dramatic discrepancy
constitutes the famous CC problem [2] – see also the recent review [3].
Dynamical models of the DE offer better chances to mitigate the problem. Popular
possibilities are, among others, quintessence and phantom energy in its various forms [4].
In the last few years many proposals for modified gravity theories have flourished with
great impetus as an alternative to supersede the DE as a physical substratum, see e.g. [5]
and references therein. In these models the DE appears usually as just a late-time effect
in the history of the universe (and hence they overlook the impact of a huge vacuum en-
ergy density during the entire cosmic evolution). However, in subsequent modified gravity
models it is possible to operate (at least technically) a dynamical adjustment of the DE
value to its current size, irrespective of its initial value in the early universe, including a
relaxation mechanism of the vacuum energy density in astrophysical domains such as the
Solar System [6].
In another vein, there is the possibility that the DE is related to the vacuum energy
density of, say, QFT in curved spacetime [7, 8]. In this case, the DE need not be just a
constant in an expanding universe. In fact, one rather expects the vacuum energy density
ρΛ = Λ/(8piGN ) to be a running quantity with the expansion rate. Such notion of dynam-
ical vacuum energy can be formulated in more formal grounds inspired in the renormaliza-
tion group [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] (cf. [3, 14] for reviews), or from the more phenomenological
point of view of time-evolving Λ = Λ(t) or cosmological vacuum decay [15, 16, 17].
It is intriguing to think of the measured ρΛ as tracing the energy density difference with
respect to the flat spacetime vacuum, and if so Λ should be of order of the present curvature,
namely R ∼ H20 . This interpretation has been emphasized in [3] where a parallelism is
made with the Casimir effect. Recall that the net Casimir force is caused by the difference
between the vibrational modes of the QED vacuum in between the plates as compared to its
absence. Although the zero-point energy (ZPE) itself is not measurable (as it is infinite and
this infinity is shared by the original vacuum state before we introduce the plates), “changes
in the ZPE” are indeed detectable when we modify the boundary conditions. Similarly, we
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may view the evolution of the vacuum energy in an expanding background with (dynamical)
curvature R ∼ H2(t) as the change that remains of the disturbed vacuum energy density in
the curved background after we remove the flat spacetime result – which is also contained
in the curved spacetime calculation. This possibility could help to understand the CC
problem from the renormalization framework in QFT [3].
Models of the aforementioned kind and related variants have been used to describe a
smooth time-evolving vacuum energy density around its present value, ρ0Λ ∼ 10−47 GeV4,
and successfully compared with the modern cosmological observations on the background
cosmology, including in some cases the effect of cosmic perturbations, see e.g. [18]-[23]
and [24]-[28]. For recent additional studies of the ZPE in curved spacetime, cf. [29, 30].
Furthermore, a generalized class of the dynamical vacuum models has recently been applied
to construct a complete history of the cosmological evolution starting from inflation up to
the present days [31, 32].
Dynamical models of the vacuum energy may ultimately be necessary not only as a
new paradigm to improve the theoretical status of the Λ-term in Einstein equations, but
also phenomenologically so as to relax a number of tensions between the standard ΛCDM
predictions and the observations that may be providing evidence of DE evolution (cf. the
recent analysis of [33] based on the Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations as a tool to determine
the expansion history of the universe). Last but not least, dynamical vacuum energy could
also be linked to the frequent hints reported in the literature that the so-called fundamental
constants of Nature might be slowly changing with the cosmic time [34, 35], see e.g. [36, 37]
for a direct application of these ideas.
In this paper we focus on a large class of dynamical models of the vacuum energy
inspired in QFT in curved spacetime, namely on those based on the structure ρΛ(H, H˙)
which is well-motivated for a Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW)-like expand-
ing universe characterized by the Hubble rate H. We solve not only their background
cosmology but perform a detailed analysis of the corresponding cosmic perturbations and
their implications for structure formation. For example, it is well-known that the so-called
linear growth rate (the logarithmic derivative of the linear growth factor D = δρm/ρm with
respect to ln a, i.e. f = d lnD/d ln a), can be in some cases a good indicator of clustering,
together with the growth rate index γ (used as the effective parameterization of the growth
rate through a power of the density parameter [38]). In general, γ is a function of the scale
factor or equivalently of the redshift, z = (1− a)/a, and the relation with the growth rate
reads: f(z) = Ωm(z)
γ(z). The asymptotic value of the growth rate index parameter takes
distinctive values for different gravity models [39]. In the case of the concordance ΛCDM
model, γ(0) ' 0.55 − 0.60. In this work we examine these linear indicators of structure
formation for the new models of the vacuum energy, but we find also very convenient to
study nonlinear effects, such as the theoretically predicted cluster-size halo redshift distri-
butions. These “number count” observables can help to break degeneracies between the
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vacuum models and can be especially useful in the context of realistic and future X-ray
and Sunyaev-Zeldovich cluster surveys such as eROSITA [40] and SPT [41, 42], as shown
in previous work [19, 20]. For other implications of dynamical models in the astrophysical
domain, see e.g. [43].
We shall discuss the virtues and troubles associated to some of these vacuum models
according to the Hubble terms involved in the dynamical structure of the vacuum energy.
Let us emphasize that not all of the ρΛ(H, H˙) models are equally favored from the the-
oretical point of view. Interestingly, those that are theoretically more favored are in fact
the ones that best fit the structure formation data in combination with the other cosmic
observables such as type Ia supernovae, the Cosmic Microwave Background and the Bary-
onic Acoustic Oscillations. At the same time we find models that perform comparatively
not so good, and other that can be simply excluded by the current observations.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 1 we define the theoretical framework
for the dynamical vacuum models ρΛ(H, H˙). In Sec. 2 we discuss the general dynamical
vacuum models that depend on powers of the Hubble function and its time derivative. In
Sect. 3 we single out the class of the running vacuum models, more closely related to QFT.
The corresponding cosmological background solutions of these models is presented in Sect.
4. In the next section we formulate the linear cosmic perturbations for general dynamical
vacuum models. The fitting of these models to the cosmic data is put forward in Sect. 6,
where we also briefly address the implications that our dynamical vacuum models could
have on possible evidence recently found on dynamical dark energy. In Sec. 7 we discuss
how to distinguish the dynamical vacuum models by means of the redshift distribution
of cluster-size halos. Finally, in Sect. 8 we provide our discussion and conclusions. In
two appendices we furnish more technical details of our analysis, to wit: in Appendix
A we discuss more closely why the cluster number counts method can crucially help to
distinguish the dynamical vacuum models under consideration, and in Appendix B we
summarize the calculation of the linear density threshold for collapse, δc, for the models
under consideration, a quantity that is crucially needed for the determination of the cluster-
size halo redshift distributions.
2. Time-evolving vacuum energy in an expanding universe
Let us consider the expanding universe as a perfect fluid with matter-radiation density
ρm and vacuum energy density ρΛ. The latter is usually associated to the value of the
cosmological term through Λ = 8piGρΛ, where G is Newton’s constant. While we assume
that G remains strictly constant here, we do not make the same assumption for ρΛ. The
full energy-momentum tensor of the cosmic fluid can be written as T˜µν ≡ Tmµν +TΛµν , where
Tmµν is the ordinary matter energy-momentum tensor and T
Λ
µν describes the vacuum part.
The equation of state (EoS) for the matter component reads pm = ωm ρm (with ωm = 0
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for dust and ωm = 1/3 for radiation), and we introduce also the corresponding EoS for the
vacuum pΛ = ωΛρΛ, which we discuss below.
In the flat FLRW metric, on which we will hereafter exclusively concentrate, the two
independent gravitational field equations derived from Einstein’s equations sourced by T˜µν
are the following:
3H2 = 8piG(ρm + ρΛ) (2.1)
and
2H˙ + 3H2 = −8piG(ωmρm + ωΛρΛ) , (2.2)
where the overdot denotes derivative with respect to cosmic time t. From these equations
one can derive the rate of change of the Hubble function,
H˙ = −4piG [ρm (1 + ωm) + ρΛ (1 + ωΛ)] . (2.3)
A useful equation (actually a first integral) that follows from the original system (2.1)-(2.2)
is the following:
ρ˙m + ρ˙Λ + 3H(1 + ωm)ρm + 3H(1 + ωΛ)ρΛ = 0 . (2.4)
All the above equations remain valid if we sum over all matter components (relativistic
and nonrelativistic). In the frequent situation where there is a dominant matter component
(e.g. cold matter or relativistic matter), it is possible to obtain the evolution law for the
Hubble function in terms of the vacuum term and that matter component:
H˙ +
3
2
(1 + ωm)H
2 = 4piG (ωm − ωΛ) ρΛ = 1
2
(ωm − ωΛ) Λ . (2.5)
By integrating this equation we can obtain H in the relevant epoch of the cosmic evolution
where that matter component dominates. This procedure will be frequently used in our
analysis.
Equation (2.4) constitutes the local conservation of the full energy-momentum tensor
T˜µν in the presence of all contributions of matter and vacuum energy, namely it expresses
explicitly the covariant conservation law ∇µT˜µν = 0 in the FLRW metric. Such law holds
for strictly constantG since the left hand side of Einstein equations must have zero covariant
derivative by virtue of the Bianchi identity. Being the result of an identity, Eq. (2.4) is not
independent of the fundamental system of Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre equations (2.1)-(2.2), but
it is useful to provide a more physical interpretation of them.
Formally the above equations are valid whether the vacuum term ρΛ is a rigid quantity
or is represented by a dynamical variable ρΛ = ρΛ(t). In the last case the energy density
ρΛ(t) could e.g. involve the dynamical behavior of various possible components of the
dark energy and/or the effects of additional terms in the effective action, as for example in
the modified gravity framework of Ref. [6] or in the ΛXCDM model of [27], where in both
cases the overall EoS parameter ωΛ may have a nontrivial behavior. However, here we will
assume that ρΛ(t) is a true dynamical vacuum term whose time evolution is exclusively
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associated to the quantum effects on Λ [9]. From this point of view, the corresponding EoS
is still ωΛ = −1. This will be henceforth taken for granted.
In the present study the dynamical CC term is represented by a power series of the
Hubble function and its time derivative:
Λ(H) = c0 +
∑
k=1
αkH
k +
∑
k=1
βkH˙
k + ... (2.6)
where the leading term c0 describes in good approximation the current universe and the
other terms introduce a mild dynamical evolution. As we will see in the next section,
the expression (2.6) generalizes previous forms that can be motivated within the class of
running vacuum models [9]-[14], with certain restrictions, and hence they are placed in the
general context of QFT in curved spacetime [7, 8, 44] – see [3] for a recent review focusing
on these issues.
Lately these models have been successfully applied to describe the complete history of
the universe, as they involve the ingredients capable of yielding a smooth transition from
an early de Sitter stage to a proper radiation and matter epochs [31]. In practice, since
structure formation is a relatively recent phenomenon, we limit ourselves to consider the
lowest powers of H. Indeed, recall that the current vacuum energy density is of order
M2P H
2
0 , where H0 ∼ 10−42 GeV is the current value of the Hubble parameter and MP =
1/
√
G ∼ 1019 GeV is the Planck mass (in natural units). It follows that the power terms
of (2.6) beyond H2 and H˙ are completely irrelevant for the present universe. Thus, terms
of the form H3, H˙H, H4, H˙2, H2H˙, H¨ etc. will be ignored for the present study, although
they can be important for the early universe [31, 32, 45].
For the above models of dynamical vacuum energy the corresponding Eq. (2.4) simpli-
fies as follows:
ρ˙m + 3(1 + ωm)Hρm = −ρ˙Λ . (2.7)
Despite the obtained simplification, the nonvanishing r.h.s. of this equation signals a
transfer of energy between vacuum and matter. Needless to say, this transfer is absent
in the ΛCDM model for which ρΛ =const. The nonvanishing time derivative of ρΛ in the
above conservation law involves the relevant powers of the Hubble function in the Eq. (2.6).
In this study we would like to check the effect of all terms that can be phenomenolog-
ically significant for the recent universe. Therefore, we will consider the linear term in H
as well as the H2 and H˙ terms. The linear terms, however, have a different status. They
are not expected to have a fundamental origin within in QFT in curved space-time, a fact
that actually applies to all the odd powers of the Hubble function [12, 13] as they are, in
principle, incompatible with the general covariance of the effective action. However, the
linear terms appear in various dark energy models in the presence of phenomenological
bulk viscosity, see e.g. [46, 47, 48] 1.
1The linear terms also appear if nonperturbative infrared effects would be possible in the cosmological
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Therefore, following our aim to explore the various existing possibilities from the phe-
nomenological point of view, we will test here the following list of six types or classes of
dynamical vacuum models effectively leading to time-evolving Λ scenarios:
A1 : Λ = a0 + a2H
2
A2 : Λ = a0 + a1H˙ + a2H
2
B1 : Λ = b0 + b1H
B2 : Λ = b0 + b1H + b2H
2 (2.8)
C1 : Λ = c1H + c2H
2
C2 : Λ = c1H˙ + c2H
2
All of them can be, in principle, relevant for the study of the current and recent past cosmic
history. Type A and B models, despite their differences, share one important feature, to
wit: they all have a well-defined ΛCDM limit since they all tend to a constant value of Λ
when the coefficients of the powers of H or H˙ tend to zero. In contrast, models C1 and C2
can never behave as a rigid Λ term. As we will see, this has important consequences for
the phenomenological consistency of these models, when faced against the expansion and
structure formation data.
3. Running vacuum versus time-evolving vacuum
In the current study we focus mainly on the class of a running vacuum energy models. By
this denomination we mean not only that ρΛ is a time-evolving quantity, but more specifi-
cally we assume that its evolution is inherited indirectly from another dynamical variable
µ = µ(t) on which ρΛ is tied to, i.e. ρΛ = ρΛ(µ), rather than from a direct phenomenolog-
ical law of the type ρΛ = ρΛ(t). This point of view reminds of the renormalization group
(RG) running of the effective charges in gauge theories, and has been put forward in the
context of cosmology in the literature [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In the cosmological context µ is
a characteristic infrared cutoff scale typically associated to the Hubble rate, H(t), as this
quantity is of the order of the energy scale associated to the FLRW metric. In general µ2
is in correspondence with H2 and also with H˙ ≡ dH/dt (which has the same dimension
as H2). As shown in the previous references, one expects a RG equation for the vacuum
energy density of the general form
dρΛ(µ)
d lnµ
=
1
(4pi)2
[∑
i
BiM
2
i µ
2 +
∑
i
Ci µ
4 +
∑
i
Di
M2i
µ6 + ...
]
, (3.1)
context, in a manner similar to QCD where lower dimensional terms squared in the gauge field, A2, can
appear together with the usual F 2 ∼ (∂A+A2)2 ones, owing to the effect of IR renormalons. This issue is
far from being established at present, but it has been considered in different ways in the literature, see e.g.
[49, 50, 51, 52].
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where Mi are the masses of the particles contributing in the loops, and Bi, Ci, .. are dimen-
sionless parameters. The equation (3.1) gives the rate of change of the quantum effects on
the CC as a function of the scale µ. In practice we may cut off the series at the quadratic
contributions, i.e. only the “soft-decoupling” terms of the form ∼ M2i µ2 will remain for
the current universe. The M4i ones would trigger a too fast running of the CC term. Such
effects are actually forbidden by the RG condition that only the fields satisfying µ > Mi
are to be included as active degrees of freedom. Now, since µ is associated to a scale of
order H it is clear that such condition cannot be satisfied by any known particle mass in
the current or recent universe. On the other hand the quartic contributions and higher
are, as indicated above, are suppressed at this epoch 2.
Let us recall that because of the general covariance of the effective action one expects
only powers of H2 and H˙, whereas the linear terms in H (and in general any term with an
odd number of derivatives of the scale factor) are not expected [9, 12, 13]. This explains
the general structure of the above RG equation.
Integrating (3.1) and relating µ2 to a linear combination of H2 and H˙ as the charac-
teristic physical scale for the running [21], we can express the leading terms of the result
as follows:
ρΛ(H, H˙) = n0 + n1˙ H˙ + n2H
2 =
3
8piG
(
C0 + CH˙H˙ + CHH
2
)
, (3.2)
where the second expression is convenient for the use of the new dimensionless coefficients
CH and CH˙ that control the dynamical character of the vacuum energy density.
If we have a look to the list of vacuum models under study, Eq. (2.8), we observe that
model A2 comprises the framework (3.2) that we have previously motivated from the RG
equation, and model A1 is a particular case of A2. On the other hand models B1 and B2
involve a linear term in H which, as previously indicated, is not expected on fundamental
grounds but could appear as an effective contribution.
Let us first turn our attention to model A1 in the list. It is the simplest model
containing the expected ingredients. It is convenient to normalize the additive term such
that it coincides with the value of the current CC density for H = H0, and in addition
we introduce a (dimensionless) parameter ν, which plays the role of coefficient of the β-
function for the running of the vacuum energy [9]. In this way the CC density for model
A1 can be cast as follows:
ρΛ(H) = ρ
0
Λ +
3ν
8pi
M2P (H
2 −H20 ) . (3.3)
As desired, ρΛ(H = H0) = ρ
0
Λ. For ν = 0 the vacuum energy remains strictly constant
at all times, ρΛ = ρ
0
Λ, whereas for non-vanishing ν there is an obvious evolution of the
2The main contribution to the running of ρΛ clearly comes from the heaviest fields in a typical GUT
near the Planck scale, i.e. those with masses Mi ∼ MX . MP . See [12] for a specific scenario of this sort
connected to the effective action of QFT in curved spacetime, and [3, 14] for a review.
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vacuum energy that departs as H2 from a strictly constant value. This is a mild evolution
provided ν is small enough. Obviously this model is a particular case of (3.2) with CH = ν
and CH˙ = 0. Substituting (3.3) in the general acceleration law for a FLRW-like universe
in the presence of a vacuum energy density ρΛ, we find
a¨
a
= −4piG
3
(ρm + 3pm − 2ρΛ) = −4piG
3
(1 + 3ωm)ρm + C0 + ν H
2 , (3.4)
where in this case
C0 =
8piG
3
ρ0Λ − ν H20 . (3.5)
Let us next consider model A2. It generalizes the previous one by introducing the H˙
contribution. Recall that the homogeneous terms H2 and H˙ are in general independent
variables. From the two Friedmann’s equations (2.1) and (2.2) it is easy to show that
H2
H˙
= −2
3
1 + r
1 + ωm
, (3.6)
where r = ρΛ/ρm is the ratio between the vacuum and matter energy densities. Even for
the ΛCDM model (where ρΛ is strictly constant) r is a dynamical variable. At present
r ∼ O(1) (r ∼ 7/3), whereas in the past r → 0. In the radiation epoch H2 was just minus
half the value of H˙, whereas at present H20 is roughly minus twice the value of H˙0.
The acceleration equation for the scale factor of the model class A2 reads
a¨
a
= −4piG
3
(1 + 3ωm)ρm + C0 + νH
2 + CH˙ H˙ . (3.7)
We still denote CH ≡ ν since this parameter is closely related to the simplest running
vacuum model (3.3)-(3.4) first introduced in [9]. Equation (3.7) can be rewritten in terms
of the deceleration parameter q and the usual cosmological parameters Ωm = ρm/ρc and
ΩΛ = ρΛ/ρc, where ρc stands for the critical density ρc = 3H
2/8piG. We find:
q = − a¨
aH2
= −1− H˙
H2
=
1
2
(1 + 3ωm)Ωm − ΩΛ . (3.8)
In the current epoch (where radiation can be safely neglected) we obtain the following
relation, CH˙ H˙0 = −CH˙ (q0 +1)H20 = −(3/2)CH˙ Ω0mH20 , which is now helpful to determine
C0 in (3.7) after we impose the boundary condition ρΛ(H0) = ρ
0
Λ in (3.2):
C0 = H
2
0
(
Ω0Λ − ν +
3
2
Ω0mCH˙
)
. (3.9)
This relation clearly generalizes Eq. (3.5) for nonvanishing CH˙ .
While models A (whether version A1 or the extended A2) are directly related to the
RG approach based on Eq. (3.1), models B and C are more phenomenological by the reasons
explained before. We will solve the cosmological equations for all these models in the next
sections.
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Before solving these models, let us stress that in the case of the running vacuum
models deriving from the general RG equation (3.1), the solution compatible with the
general covariance of the effective action is of the form
ρΛ(t) = c0 +
∑
k=1
αkH
2k(t) +
∑
k=1
βkH˙
k(t) , (3.10)
with c0 6= 0. This is the particular form that Eq. (2.6) takes for the running vacuum
case [3]. That is to say, one obtains in general an “affine” function constructed out of
powers of H2 = (a˙/a)2 and H˙ = a¨/a−H2, hence with an even number of time derivatives
of the scale factor a. The higher order powers once more are irrelevant for the current
universe and for this reason the model types A,B,C singled out above have been cut off at
the lowest significant powers. As previously emphasized, the higher powers of H can play
a very significant role in the early universe. This role has been studied in detail in Refs.
[31, 32] where it is shown in particular that they can lead to an inflationary scenario with
graceful exit of the vacuum phase (de Sitter regime) into the radiation phase. It means
that in this kind of dynamical vacuum fraweworks one can formulate a unified model of the
cosmological evolution covering both the early, the recent and the present universe. For
the rest of the paper we focus on the last two stretches of the cosmic history.
4. Background solution of the cosmological equations
Whenever possible we will solve the background equations for the models (2.8) by providing
the matter and vacuum energy densities, as well as the Hubble function, in terms of the scale
factor a or the cosmic time. In general the most useful form is in terms of the scale factor
since this is the variable which can be more easily related with the cosmological redshift
z = (1 − a)/a. However this will not always be possible and in some cases the analytic
solution can be given only in terms of the cosmic time. In this section we provide the
analytical solution of the background cosmologies corresponding to these models, obtained
by extending the analysis of Refs. [19]-[23] to which we refer the reader for further details.
The perturbations equations will be analyzed in subsequent sections.
4.1 Models A1 and A2
We start from the local covariant conservation law (2.7) in the matter dominated epoch
and insert Eq. (3.2) on its r.h.s. A straightforward calculation making use of (2.3) and its
time derivative yields:
ρ˙m + 3H
1− CH
1− 32CH˙
ρm = 0 . (4.1)
Trading the cosmic time variable for the scale factor through d/dt = aHd/da we can solve
for the energy densities as a function of the scale factor as follows:
ρm(a) = ρ
0
m a
−3ξ (4.2)
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and
ρΛ(a) = ρ
0
Λ + ρ
0
m (ξ
−1 − 1)
(
a−3ξ − 1
)
, (4.3)
with
ξ =
1− ν
1− α , (4.4)
where ν = CH as before, and we have introduced α = 3CH˙/2. Obviously, for α = 0 model
A2 becomes model A1 (for which ξ = 1− ν).
The corresponding Hubble function can now be obtained from the above energy den-
sities using (2.1), resulting in the following expression:
H2(a) = H20
[
1 +
Ω0m
ξ
(
a−3ξ − 1
)]
. (4.5)
It satisfies the correct normalization H2(a = 1) = H20 .
Let us also compute the corresponding inflection point where there is a transition of
the Hubble expansion from the decelerating to the accelerating regime. From the definition
(3.8) of deceleration parameter it is easy to show that it can be rewritten as follows:
q = −1− a
2H2(a)
dH2(a)
da
. (4.6)
From this expression we can comfortably compute the point where q = 0 from Eq. (4.5).
Let us deliver the final result for model A2 in terms of the redshift value at the transition
point:
zI =
[
2(ξ − Ω0m)
(3ξ − 2)Ω0m
]1/3ξ
− 1 . (4.7)
The result for model A1 is just obtained by setting α = 0 (hence ξ = 1− ν). The standard
ΛCDM result zΛCDMI is, as always, recovered for ξ = 1:
zΛCDMI =
[
2Ω0Λ
Ω0m
]1/3
− 1 . (4.8)
The numerical value is zΛCDMI ' 0.726(0.645) for Ω0m = 0.28(0.31). As we can see the result
is quite sensitive to the precision of Ω0m from observation
3. Computing the departure of
the new transition point (4.7) from the standard result for small ν and α, we obtain:
zI − zΛCDMI = (ν − α)
[
2Ω0Λ
Ω0m
]1/3 [
1 +
1
3
(
ln
2Ω0Λ
Ω0m
− 1
Ω0Λ
)]
. (4.9)
The numerical difference will be small to the extend that ν and α are small. The corre-
sponding fit to these parameters will be made in Sect.6.
3Ω0mh
2 = 0.1426± 0.0025, with h = 0.673± 0.012 for the standard ΛCDM model from Planck+WP [1].
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Although the above equations provide the exact background solution of type-A models
for arbitrary values of ξ, and hence of the original parameters ν and α, the natural range
for these parameters is
|ν|  1 , |α|  1 . (4.10)
In this range the overall parameter ξ can be expressed, in linear approximation in terms
of an effective νeff parameter:
ξ =
1− ν
1− α ' 1− (ν − α) ≡ 1− νeff . (4.11)
4.2 Models B1 and B2
The vacuum energy density for model B2 can be parameterized as follows:
ρΛ(H) =
3
8piG
(C0 + C1H + C2H
2) (4.12)
The solution of model B1 obviously ensues by simply setting C2 = 0 in the background
solution of model B2. However, the technical difficulty in solving these models resides
already in the simplest “affine” model B1 since the linear term in H is harder to handle
than the quadratic one. On the other hand, phenomenologically the reason to single out
the case B1 is because this model is able to reasonable fit the data provided we maintain
the additive term C0 6= 0. For C0 = 0, in contrast, the pure lineal model ρΛ ∝ H is unable
to accommodate the data on structure formation [19, 23]. This feature has an important
impact on some theoretical and phenomenological proposals in the literature [49, 50, 51, 52].
In order to solve model (4.12) analytically we proceed as follows. First of all it is
convenient to re-express ρΛ(H) in terms of dimensionless coefficients. We set C1 ≡ H0
(where  is dimensionless) and we continue identifying C2 with ν, that is C2 ≡ ν as the
basic parameter of the simplest viable model (3.3) compatible with the RG formulation.
With this notation the expression that relates C0 with ν and  is:
C0 =
8piG
3
ρ0Λ −H20 (+ ν) = H20 (Ω0Λ − − ν) (4.13)
If we substitute (4.12) in the basic differential equation (2.5) for H(t) in the matter domi-
nated epoch, we find
2
3
H˙ + ζ H2 − H0H = C0 (4.14)
where we have defined ζ = 1−ν, not to be confused with Eq. (4.4). Upon direct integration
we determine the Hubble function for this model explicitly in terms of the cosmic time:
H(t) =
H0
2 ζ
[
F coth
(
3
4
H0F t
)
+ 
]
, (4.15)
with
F(Ω0Λ, , ν) ≡
√
2 + 4 ζ(Ω0Λ − − ν) . (4.16)
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Notice the presence of an additive constant term in (4.15) (proportional to ) apart from the
hyperbolic one. This feature is precisely what makes the treatment of the type-B models
for ρΛ(H) (the models with the linear term in H) more complicated from the technical
point of view.
The time evolution of the pressureless matter density can be obtained from (2.3) and
the explicit form of the Hubble function (4.15), with the result:
ρm(t) = −H˙(t)
4piG
=
3H20
32piGζ
F2 csch2
(
3
4
H0Ft
)
(4.17)
Similarly, from the previous equation and with the help of (4.15) and (2.1), we infer the
expression of the vacuum energy density:
ρΛ(t) =
3H20
32piGζ2
[
F2 + 2 + 2F coth
(
3
4
H0Ft
)
+ νF2 csch2
(
3
4
H0Ft
)]
. (4.18)
Let us note that in the far past (t→ 0) we have ρΛ(t)/ρm(t) ' ν/(1−ν) and therefore since
|ν|  1 the vacuum energy is suppressed in this period, as expected. The same conclusion
applies in the radiation period, if we would include the corresponding radiation term. On
the other hand, from (4.17) we have ρm(t)→ 0 for t→∞ , as expected.
For this model it is impossible to obtain analytically the matter and vacuum energy den-
sities in terms of the scale factor, except for C0 = 0. We can however obtain a(t) by direct
integration of the Hubble function (4.15):
a(t) =
(
[(2ζ − )2 −F2]1+ F
F2(F + 2ζ − ) 2F
) 1
3ζ
e
H0
2 ζ
t
sinh
2
3ζ
(
3
4
H0Ft
)
, (4.19)
where the complicated normalization factor (referred to as A later on) is fixed by using
H(t0) = H0 and a(t0) = 1. We can check that for  = ν = 0 it reduces to the standard
ΛCDM one.
We remark that the two basic parameters (, ν), or equivalently (, ζ), of type-B models
are completely independent and cannot be mimicked by a single effective parameter in
a given matter-dominated or radiation-dominated epoch. This is different from type-A
models, which can effectively be described by the unique parameter ξ, defined in (4.4), in
the matter-dominated epoch.
Finally, one can show that type-B models have also an inflection point very close to
that of the standard model for small || and |ν|. In particular, for type-B2 with  ν the
transition point is essentially given by Eq.(4.7) with ξ = 1− ν.
4.3 Models C1 and C2
Type C1 and C2 models are actually quite different from the previous ones and at the
same time different from each other. They have in common the fact that do not have a
well defined ΛCDM limit for any value of the parameters, and therefore can never behave
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sufficiently close to a pure Λ model. This raises some doubts about their possible viability,
but they have nevertheless been discussed in the literature for different theoretical and
phenomenological reasons.
For example, recently they have been discussed from the point of view of their possible
relation with the “entropic-force” scenario [53] and its implications for the dark energy [54,
55]. Sometimes type-C models are presented in some drastically simplified forms as e.g.
when only one of the two terms is present (say, models of the form Λ ∝ H or Λ ∝ H2),
see e.g. [49, 50, 51, 52] and [56]. Here we will summarize very shortly the situation for
completeness and also to highlight the important differences of type C with respect to type
A and type B models.
Let us briefly comment on the model subclass C2 first. This is the canonical version of
the mentioned class of models that acquired some relevance recently in connection to the
entropic-force scenario and its possible cosmological implications [54, 55]. Many authors
have analyzed recently this scenario for dark energy and generalizations thereof, cf. e.g.
[57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. We mention in particular the studies in Ref. [21, 23], where it is shown
in detail that model C2 is excluded. Basically, the acceleration parameter of this model
remains constant, i.e., it does not change with the expansion. Thus this kind of model
cannot have an inflection point from deceleration to acceleration.
In particular, models of the form ρΛ ∝ H2 or ρΛ ∝ H˙ are definitely ruled out. Recently
it has been shown that even if the constant acceleration regime of model C2 would just be
a partial description of a more complete model of expansion where a transition point would
exist, the corresponding linear growth of cosmic perturbations is also strongly disfavored
by the current data [23]. This result puts this specific kind of entropic-force cosmologies
against the wall.
Let us now move to model C1. Let us summarize briefly the situation – (details are
given in [23]. It is a particular case of B2 in the limit C0 → 0 of Eq. (4.12), where in this
case C0 is defined in Eq. (4.13). Thus for this model we have Ω
0
Λ =  + ν, which implies
that  and ν cannot be both arbitrarily small. The Hubble function can be expressed in
this case in terms of the scale factor:
E(a) = 1 +
Ω0m
ζ
(
a−3ζ/2 − 1
)
, (4.20)
where we have defined the normalized Hubble rate E(a) ≡ H(a)/H0. The matter and
vacuum energy densities read:
ρm(a) = ρ
0
c
[
ζ E2(a)− (ζ − Ω0m)E(a)
]
(4.21)
and
ρΛ(a) = ρ
0
c
[
(1− ζ)E2(a) + (ζ − Ω0m)E(a)
]
. (4.22)
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In the past ρΛ/ρm ∝ (1 − ζ)/ζ = ν/(1 − ν), and as a result we must require |ν| to
be sufficiently small to avoid domination of vacuum energy. Since ν and  cannot be
simultaneously small for C1, we must have |ν|   for this specific model class.
In contraposition to model C2, model C1 has a well-defined inflection point in the
expansion regime. It is located at redshift
z
(C1)
I =
[
2(ζ − Ω0m)
(3ζ − 2)Ω0m
]2/3ζ
− 1 . (4.23)
Because of |ν|  , all C1 models have an inflection point near the case ν = 0. For
this situation we find e.g. zI ' 1.979(1.706) for Ω0m = 0.28(0.31). These predictions are
substantially different from the ΛCDM ones, see Eq. (4.8). From (4.21) and (4.20) we see
that, in the past, the behavior of the matter density for the C1 models is abnormal: ρm(a) ∼
ρ0cζ E
2(a) ∼ ρ0c
(
Ω0m
)2
ζ−1 a−3ζ . Even for ν = 0 (equivalently, ζ = 1, corresponding to the
pure linear model ρΛ ∝ H) there is an extra factor of Ω0m as compared to the ΛCDM.
Because of this anomaly, when the model is confronted with the cosmological data the
preferred value of Ω0m is significantly larger than in the ΛCDM, see [23] and [19].
Needless to say, for a full assessment of the possibilities of the various models we have
to consider the analysis of cosmic perturbations. We do this in Sect. 5.
4.4 Including the effect of radiation
Up to now we have not considered the effect of relativistic matter in the solution of the
background cosmological equations of the dynamical vacuum models since we have focused
on the form of the solution near our time. For the study of cosmological perturbations in
Sect. 5 the effect of radiation is not necessary. However, for the fitting of the current mod-
els to the Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) and the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) in Sect.6 it is convenient to test this effect.
Including the radiation component in Eq. (2.4) leads to
ρ˙m + ρ˙r + ρ˙Λ + 3Hρm + 4Hρr = 0 . (4.24)
For type-A vacuum models, where ρΛ is given by (3.2), we obtain the following generalized
form of Eq. (4.1):
ρ˙m + 3H ξ ρm + ρ˙r + 4H ξ
′ ρr = 0 , (4.25)
where we used the familiar parameter ξ, defined in (4.4), and we have now introduced a
new one that is related with the radiation component:
ξ′ =
1− ν
1− 4α/3 . (4.26)
We do not want to describe in detail the exchange dynamics of matter and radiation here
(despite it was certainly relevant in some epoch of the universe), but only the situation
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when one of the components dominates. We can therefore solve separately for the matter
and radiation parts of (4.25) – the same kind of assumption as in the standard model case.
In this way we obtain:
ρm = ρ
0
m a
−3ξ (4.27)
ρr = ρ
0
r a
−4ξ′ . (4.28)
The presence of ξ and ξ′, when different from 1, denotes the anomaly in the corresponding
conservation laws. Of course such anomaly must be small (i.e. ξ ' ξ′ ' 1) in the natural
physical region (4.10), but the small deviation from 1 is exactly what permits the vacuum
energy to evolve with the expansion. By repeating the integration procedure, the vacuum
energy density in the presence of radiation evolves as follows:
ρΛ(a) = ρ
0
Λ + ρ
0
m (ξ
−1 − 1)
(
a−3ξ − 1
)
+ ρ0r (ξ
′−1 − 1)
(
a−4ξ
′ − 1
)
. (4.29)
Similarly, the corresponding normalized Hubble rate in the presence of radiation reads
E2(a) = 1 +
Ω0m
ξ
(
a−3ξ − 1
)
+
Ω0r
ξ′
(
a−4ξ
′ − 1
)
, (4.30)
where the various normalized cosmological parameters satisfy now the constraint
Ω0m + Ω
0
r + Ω
0
Λ = 1 . (4.31)
Obviously we have found a generalizion of the equations of Sect. 4.1 for when the radiation
component is taken into account.
Consider now type-B models. As already mentioned, in this case we cannot avoid using
the cosmic time variable for the analytical solution. Under similar assumptions as before,
we obtain the corresponding matter densisties as follows:
ρm(t, a) = ρ
0
m e
3
2
H0(t−t0) a−3ζ (4.32)
ρr(t, a) = ρ
0
r e
2H0(t−t0) a−4ζ , (4.33)
where ζ = 1− ν and t0 is the value of the cosmic time at present.
We assume that the effects of radiation are relatively small in the relevant periods of
our interest and hence cannot modify dramatically the matter-dominated solution. Such
is the case around the time when the CMB was released. To generate a consistent solution
within this period, we initially assume that the scale factor evolves with time as in the
nonrelativistic epoch and solve for it. Introducing the result in (4.32) and (4.33) we obtain:
ρm(t) = ρ
0
mB e
− 3
2
H0t0 csch2
(
3
4
H0Ft
)
, (4.34)
ρr(t) = ρ
0
r B
4/3 e−2H0t0 csch8/3
(
3
4
H0Ft
)
, (4.35)
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where the normalization constant is B = A−3ζ , with A the one in Eq. (4.19).
The Hubble function including the effects of radiation in the matter-dominated epoch
can now be computed from
H2(t) =
8piG
3
[ρm(t) + ρr(t) + ρΛ(t)] =
8piG
3
[ρm(t) + ρr(t)] + C0 + C1H(t) + C2H
2(t) ,
(4.36)
where we have used (4.12) and we understand that ρm(t) and ρr(t) are given by (4.34) and
(4.35) respectively. After some calculations we arrive at the following result:
H(t) =
H0
2ζ
[
+
√
2 + 4ζs(t)
]
=
H0
2ζ
[
+ F coth
(
3
4
H0Ft
) √
1 + ∆(t)
]
, (4.37)
where
∆(t) =
Ω0r
Ω0m
( F2
4ζΩ0m
)1/3
csch2/3
(
3
4
H0Ft
)
sch2
(
3
4
H0Ft
)
. (4.38)
The form of the result (4.37) enables us to better compare with the original form (4.15).
The correction from the radiation is clearly represented by the function ∆(t). Obvi-
ously this effect is negligible at the present time since the prefactor in it reads Ω0r/Ω
0
m =
(1 + 0.227Nν) Ω
0
γ/Ω
0
m = 4.15 × 10−5h−2/Ω0m ' 3 × 10−4 (including photons and Nν = 3
neutrino species, and assuming Ω0m h
2 ' 0.14). However, at decoupling (i.e. at the time t∗
of last scattering of radiation with matter) the hyperbolic function in (4.38) rockets into a
numerical value of order ∼ 103 and ∆(t∗) can become quite sizeable. In fact, the fraction
of radiation at decoupling can be around ∼ 23% in the ΛCDM case. This is of course also
the case for the generalized type A and B vacuum models deviating mildly with respect to
the ΛCDM (i.e. for small values of the parameters).
From the numerical integration of (4.37) we can obtain the corresponding improved
version of the scale factor, and with it the function H(a) and the energy densities ρm(a)
and ρΛ(a) numerically.
5. Linear perturbations for dynamical vacuum models
After discussing the most relevant aspects of the background cosmological solution, the
next essential step in our study is to analyze the linear perturbations equations. The
structure formation properties obviously play an essential role to discriminate between the
three kinds A,B and C of dynamical vacuum models considered in this paper. In this
section we discuss the perturbations in the presence of a variable vacuum energy. While
we are not going to introduce perturbations for the vacuum energy itself, only for matter,
we incorporate the dynamical character of ρΛ in the matter perturbation equations. In
other words, ρΛ = ρΛ(t) is time evolving, but homogeneous in first approximation. This
approach will suffice to clarify the fingerprint differences between the A,B and C model
types as far as structure formation is concerned.
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5.1 Perturbation equations for dynamical vacuum models ρΛ = ρΛ(t)
We consider the linear perturbation equations for a system composed of the dynamical
vacuum fluid ρΛ = ρΛ(t) and the matter fluid ρm = ρm(t), assuming that there are matter
perturbations δρm but no perturbation in ρΛ. Although the inclusion of perturbations
of the ρΛ component is possible [24, 25, 26], it is in general model-dependent and is not
necessary for the present study. In the synchronous gauge the relevant system of first order
differential equations in the epoch of structure formation can be extracted from the general
framework of [25] as follows4:
h¨+ 2Hh˙ = −8piGδρm
δρ˙m + ρm
(
θm +
h˙
2
)
+ 3H δρm = 0 (5.1)
ρmθ˙m + (ρ˙m + 5Hρm) θm = 0 ,
where h is the trace of the metric perturbation δgµν , and θm = ∇µδUµ is the divergence
of the perturbed matter velocity. The last equation of the system (5.1) can be cast as
θ˙m + (2H + Ψ) θm = 0 , (5.2)
where we have used Eq. (2.7), and defined
Ψ ≡ − ρ˙Λ
ρm
= 3H +
ρ˙m
ρm
. (5.3)
Introducing the linear growth factor D ≡ δρm/ρm, the first two equations of the system
(5.1) can be combined with (5.2) to yield the desired second order differential equation for
D in the presence of a dynamical vacuum term:
D¨ + (2H + Ψ) D˙ −
(
4piGρm − 2HΨ− Ψ˙
)
D = Ψ θm , (5.4)
In the ΛCDM model we have ρΛ =const. and hence Ψ = 0, so that the above equation
correctly shrinks to the standard one [38]:
D¨ + 2H D˙ − 4piGρmD = 0 . (5.5)
We will henceforth set the r.h.s. of (5.4) to zero. For the vacuum models under consid-
eration the parameters pi = ν, α,  of the various models under consideration are small,
|pi|  1. Taking into account that θm is a perturbation term and that ρ˙Λ is propor-
tional to at least one pi (as otherwise ρΛ would remain constant and Ψ = 0), the product
|Ψθm| ∼ |O(pi)θm| is of second order and can be neglected.
4In previous studies [24] it was found that the perturbation equations in two different gauges (synchronous
and conformal Newtonian) leads to perfectly consistent results for this kind of models.
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In this approximation, we can rewrite the homogeneous form of (5.4) in terms of the
scale factor as independent variable as follows:
D′′(a)+
[
3
a
+
H ′(a)
H(a)
+
Ψ(a)
aH(a)
]
D′(a)−
[
4piGρm(a)
H2(a)
− 2Ψ(a)
H(a)
− aΨ
′(a)
H(a)
]
D(a)
a2
= 0 , (5.6)
where primes here indicate d/da differentiation, and we have traded the cosmic time vari-
able for the scale factor through d/dt = aH(a)d/da. In particular, notice that when pi = 0
we have Ψ = 0 and (5.6) reduces to the standard perturbation equation for the ΛCDM [62]:
D′′(a) +
[
3
a
+
H ′(a)
H(a)
]
D′(a)− 3
2
Ω0m
H20
H2(a)
D(a)
a5
= 0 , (5.7)
where in the last term of the l.h.s. we have used the fact that matter is covariantly conserved
in the ΛCDM and hence ρm = ρ
0
ma
−3. The decaying mode solution can be shown to be
D ∝ H, but this is not the one we want. The growing mode solution of (5.7), which is the
relevant one, is well-known and reads as follows:
D(a) =
5
2
Ω0mE(a)
ˆ a
0
da′
(a′E(a′))3
, (5.8)
where as before E(a) ≡ H(a)/H0. Early on in the matter dominated epoch, when E(a) =√
Ω0ma
−3/2, eq.(5.8) yields the standard result for the linear growth factor: D(a) ∝ a. The
effect of a nonvanishing ρΛ > 0 is to suppress this linear growing rate, and in our case this
effect is dynamical since ρΛ = ρΛ(t).
5.2 Perturbations for type-A models
In the following we solve the perturbation equation (5.6) for model A2 and then derive the
solution of A1 as a particular case. Recall that for these models the background solution
can be fully expressed in terms of the combined parameter ξ, which depends on ν and α
as indicated in (4.4). It is convenient to introduce the following change of independent
variable, which can be operated on the cosmic time or the scale factor as follows:
x = coth
[
3
2
H0
√
ξ (ξ − Ω0m) t
]
(5.9)
and
x2 =
ξ
ξ − Ω0m
E2(a) = 1 +
Ω0m
ξ − Ω0m
a−3ξ . (5.10)
These changes of variable are associated respectively to the perturbation equations (5.4)
and (5.6). Starting from any of these equations and applying the corresponding change of
variable (5.9) or (5.10) we arrive, after some lengthy algebra, at the following result:
3ξ2(x2 − 1)2 d
2D(x)
dx2
+ 2 ξ (6ξ − 5)x(x2 − 1) dD(x)
dx
(5.11)
− 2 [(2− ξ) (3ξ − 2)x2 − ξ(4− 3ξ)]D(x) = 0 .
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Notice that for α = 0 (hence ξ = ζ = 1 − ν) the previous equation reduces to the one for
the type-A1 model, first analyzed in Ref. [19]. Thus, we have extended the perturbations
analysis of that reference so as to include the more general class of models A2, which
had not been considered before. We find that the basic parameter of models A1 and A2
are ζ and ξ respectively, and this holds both at the background and perturbation levels.
Remarkably, the basic perturbation equation turns out to be formally the same in each
model after exchanging the parameters ζ(A1)↔ ξ(A2). Not only so, this means that type
A2 model effectively behaves as a single parameter model ξ for all purposes.
The solution of 5.11 can be expressed as follows:
D(x) = (x2 − 1) 5−3ξ6ξ Qmn (x), (5.12)
where Qmn (x) is the associated Legendre’s function of the second kind, and
m =
1
3ξ
− 1 n = 1
3ξ
. (5.13)
Using standard properties of the Legendre functions [63] (see also Appendix B of Ref. [19])
and restoring the scale factor variable through Eq. (5.10), we can finally express the solution
within the natural parameter domain (4.10) in the following way:
D(a) = A1a
9ξ−4
2 E(a) F
(
1
3ξ
+
1
2
,
3
2
;
1
3ξ
+
3
2
; −ξ − Ω
0
m
Ω0m
a3ξ
)
, (5.14)
where A1 is a constant to be adjusted by an initial condition, and F is the conventional
hypergeometric series [63].
Recall that the natural range of the parameters for type-A models is given by Eq. (4.10),
where νeff is the single effective parameter. Thus, in practice we can replace ξ → ζeff in
the equations (5.11) and (5.14), where ζeff ≡ 1− νeff .
Let us note that, in the particular case ν = α = 0 (hence ζeff = 1), the formula (5.14)
leads to the ΛCDM solution (5.8) after using a standard integral representation of the
hypergeometric series [63]. In the early epochs of matter domination, i.e. for sufficiently
large values of a when the cosmological term can be neglected and E(a) ' √Ω0ma−3/2,
the solution (5.14) takes on the simple form D(a) ∼ a. This behavior was also obtained
previously from (5.8) and it can be used as initial condition to determine A1.
Finally, let us mention that in Sect.7 (and Appendix B), we will extend the struc-
ture formation analysis to the non-linear regime (specifically to the formation of collapsed
structures).
5.3 Perturbations for type-B and C models
The corresponding perturbations analysis starts in this case directly from Eq. (5.4). It
proves convenient the following change of independent variable
y(t) = coth
(
3
4
H0Ft
)
, (5.15)
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The matter density (4.17) in terms of the new variable reads
ρm(y) =
3H20
32piGζ
F2(y2 − 1) . (5.16)
Consider next the function Ψ defined in (5.3). With the help of (4.18) and after straightfor-
ward algebra we can write it also in terms of y and express the result in a rather compact
form:
Ψ(y) = − ρ˙Λ(t)
ρm(t)
=
3H0
2ζ
[
+ (1− ζ)F coth
(
3
4
H0Ft
)]
=
3H0
2ζ
[y(1− ζ)F + ] . (5.17)
With the above formulae and performing the substitution (5.15) in the original Eq. (5.4)
we arrive at the differential equation for the growth factor D(y) in the new variable:
(y2 − 1)d
2D(y)
dy2
+
[
2y
3ζ
(6ζ − 5)− 10
3ζF
]
dD(y)
dy
(5.18)
+
2
3ζ
[
4
ζ(y2 − 1)
(
2
F2 + (1− ζ)y
2 +

F (2− ζ)y
)
+ 3ζ − 4
]
D(y) = 0 .
This equation cannot be solved analytically, not even in terms of standard special functions.
The case of the simpler type-B1 model, for which ν = 0, is no exception. Thus, for both
types B1 and B2 we are forced to use the numerical techniques, for instance the standard
method of finite differences.
During the matter-dominated epoch D(a) ∝ a, so we take as initial conditions the
value of the growth factor and its derivative at very high redshifts yi = y(zi  z∗) (recall
that at redshifts of order z∗ = O(1) the vacuum energy density begins to dominate the
Universe’s dynamics for the ΛCDM and the other models considered here, see Sect. 4).
The scale factor can be expressed in terms of y with the help of (4.19):
a(y) = A (y2 − 1)− 13ζ
(
y + 1
y − 1
) 
3ζF
. (5.19)
We normalize the growth factor with the value D(z = 0), i.e. D(a = 1), and we take
D(a) = a at very high redshifts.
Concerning type-C1 models the perturbation equations have been studied in detail
in Ref. [23]. We have explicitly checked that the results of that reference are correctly
retrieved from the general Eq. (5.18) in the limit C0 → 0 in Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13). Finally,
we recall that in Ref. [23] the perturbations analysis of type-C2 model was also considered
and it was shown that it does not lead to a growing mode solution for any reasonable value
of the cosmological parameters, which is a fatal blow for the C1 class.
6. Fitting the models to the observational data
In the following, we describe the statistical method, the observational samples and data
statistical analysis that will be adopted to constrain the parameters of the dynamical vac-
uum models presented in the previous sections. We extract our fit from the combined data
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on type Ia supernovae (SNIa), the shift parameter of the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CNB), and the data on the Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations (BAOs). The basic fitting
results to the dynamical models under consideration are presented in a nutshell in Figs. 1-4
and Tables 1 and 2. We devote the rest of this section to explain these results and also to
analyze the implications for linear structure formation.
6.1 The global fit to SNIa, CMB and BAOs
First of all, we use the Union 2.1 set of 580 type Ia supernovae of Suzuki et al. [64]. The
corresponding χ2SNIa function, to be minimized, is:
χ2SNIa(p) =
580∑
i=1
[
µth(zi,p)− µobs(zi)
σi
]2
, (6.1)
where zi is the observed redshift for each data point. The fitted quantity µ is the distance
modulus, defined as µ = m−M = 5 log dL+25, in which dL(z,p) is the luminosity distance:
dL(z,p) = c(1 + z)
ˆ z
0
dz′
H(z′)
, (6.2)
with c the speed of light (now included explicitly in some of these formula for better clarity)
and p a vector containing the cosmological parameters of the models that we wish to fit
for. In equation (6.1), the theoretically calculated distance modulus µth for each point
follows from using (6.2), in which the Hubble function is the one corresponding to each
model, see Sect. 4. Finally, µobs(zi) and σi stand for the measured distance modulus and
the corresponding 1σ uncertainty for each SNIa data point, respectively. The previous
formula (6.2) for the luminosity distance applies only for spatially flat universes, which we
are assuming throughout.
Furthermore, a very accurate and deep geometrical probe of dark energy is the angular
scale of the sound horizon at the last scattering surface (i.e. at the time of decoupling of
radiation from matter). The probe is described by the CMB “shift parameter” [65, 66]
and is encoded in the location lTT1 of the first peak of the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) temperature perturbation spectrum. It provides the reduced distance to the last
scattering surface. For spatially flat cosmologies it is given by
R =
√
Ω0m
ˆ z∗
0
dz
E(z)
. (6.3)
The measured shift parameter according to the Planck data [1, 67] is R = 1.7499± 0.0088
at the redshift of decoupling (viz. at the last scattering surface), z∗. Its precise value
depends weakly on the parameters, and it is obtained from the fitting formula [68]:
z∗ = 1048
[
1 + 0.00124
(
Ω0bh
2
)−0.738] [
1 + g1
(
Ω0mh
2
)g2] , (6.4)
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Figure 1: Likelihood contours (for −2lnL/Lmax equal to 2.30, 6.16 and 11.81, corresponding to 1σ, 2σ
and 3σ confidence levels) in the (Ω0m, ν) plane for the A1 vacuum model (α ≡ 0). The left panel shows the
contours based on the SNIa data (represented by approximate vertical bands), BAOdz (diagonal bands) and
CMB shift parameter (antidiagonal bands). On the right panel we show the corresponding contours based
on the joint statistical analysis (SNIa+CMB+BAOdz data. From the inner to the outer regions (successively
in red, green and yellow) we find the aforementioned 1σ, 2σ and 3σ confidence levels, respectively.
with
g1 = 0.0783
(
Ω0bh
2
)−0.238
1 + 39.5
(
Ω0bh
2
)0.763 , g2 = 0.560
1 + 21.1
(
Ω0bh
2
)1.81 . (6.5)
In this case, the χ2CMB function is given by:
χ2CMB(p) =
[R(p)− 1.7499]2
0.00882
. (6.6)
As emphasized in the previous section, when dealing with the CMB shift parameter we
have to include both the matter and radiation terms in the total normalized matter den-
sity entering the E(z) function in (6.3) since the total radiation contribution at the last
scattering amounts to some ∼ 23% of the total energy density associated to matter and is
therefore not entirely negligible. It means that when we compute the CMB shift parameter
we have to use the modified formulas for the Hubble function that we have found in Sect.
4.4 for type A and B models respectively.
Finally, we also consider the BAO scale produced in the last scattering surface by the
competition between the pressure of the coupled baryon-photon fluid and gravity. The
resulting acoustic waves leave (in the course of the evolution) an overdensity signature at
certain length scales of the matter distribution. They appear as regular, periodic fluctu-
ations of visible matter density in large-scale structure (LSS) resulting from sound waves
propagating in the early Universe. Evidence of this excess has been found in the cluster-
ing properties of the SDSS galaxies (see [69, 70, 71]). In recent years, measurements of
BAO have proven useful as a “standard ruler” or geometric probe that we can employ to
constrain dark energy models.
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Figure 2: Likelihood contours for the B1 vacuum model, with BAOdz data. The left panel shows the
contours based on the SNIa data, BAOdz and CMB shift parameter. The meaning of the shaded regions is
as in Fig. 1. The various bands follow a similar pattern as in the previous figure, but here the overlapping
of the SNIa and BAO regions is larger. The right panel shows the joint contours of SNIa+CMB+BAOdz.
In this work we use the results of Blake et al. [71] (cf. Table 3 of this reference) which
are given in terms of the parameter dz(zi) = rs(zd)/DV(zi), where DV (zi) is the effective
distance measure [69] and zi is a reference redshift for observations. Moreover rs(zd) is the
comoving sound horizon size at the baryon drag epoch [72] (i.e. the epoch at which baryons
are released from the Compton drag of photons), and zd ∼ O(103) is the corresponding
redshift of that epoch, closely related to that of last scattering– the precise expression is
given below, see Eq. (6.11).
Since rs(zd) is the comoving distance that light can travel prior to redshift zd, it can
be computed as follows:
rs(zd) =
ˆ t(zd)
0
cs dt
a
=
ˆ ad
0
cs(a) da
a2H(a)
=
ˆ ∞
zd
cs(z) dz
H(z)
, (6.7)
where ad = (1 + zd)
−1, and
cs(a) = c
(
δpγ
δργ + δρb
)1/2
=
c√
3 (1 +R(a)) (6.8)
is the sound speed in the baryon-photon plasma. Here we assume adiabatic perturbations
and we have used δpb = 0 and δpγ = (1/3) δργ , and defined R(a) = δρb/δργ . If the
scaling laws for non-relativistic matter and radiation were those of the standard model,
we would have R(a) = 3ρb/4 ργ , which can be finally cast as RΛCDM (a) =
(
3Ω0b/4Ω
0
γ
)
a,
where Ω0bh
2 ' 0.02205 and Ω0γ h2 ' 2.46 × 10−5 are the current values of the normalized
baryon and photon densities5. However, when we consider cosmologies beyond the ΛCDM
a modification of these formula for R(a) has to be implemented. We explain the details in
the next section.
5We use Ω0r = 4.153× 10−5h−2 [67], Ω0γ = Ω
0
r
1+0.2271Nν
(with Nν ' 3.04 and h = 0.673 [1]).
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Figure 3: Likelihood contours for the A1 vacuum model, this time with BAOA data. The left panel
shows the contours based on the SNIa data, BAOA and CMB shift parameter indicated in a similar way
as in Fig. 1. The SNIa data and BAOA bands appear as almost vertical and with significant overlap. The
right panel shows the joint contours of SNIa+CMB+BAOA. A well defined final region is projected with
ν > 0 at the 1σ level.
The remaining ingredients of the BAO analysis are as in the standard case, in particular
the effective distance is (see [69]):
DV(z) ≡
[
(1 + z)2D2A(z)
cz
H(z)
]1/3
, (6.9)
where DA(z) = (1 + z)
−2dL(z,p) is the angular diameter distance. It follows from the
foregoing that the dz estimator for BAO analysis explicitly reads:
dz(zi) =
rs(zd)[(ˆ zi
0
cdz
H(z)
)2 ( czi
H(zi)
)]1/3 . (6.10)
The fitted formula for the baryon drag redshift, zd, is given by [72]:
zd = 1291
(Ω0m h
2)0.251
1 + 0.659(Ω0m h
2)0.828
[1 + β1(Ω
0
b h
2)β2 ] , (6.11)
with
β1 = 0.313(Ω
0
m h
2)−0.419[1 + 0.607(Ω0m h
2)0.674] , β2 = 0.238(Ω
0
m h
2)0.223 . (6.12)
As we see the drag epoch ends at a redshift which is somewhat more strongly dependent
on the parameters than the decoupling redshift z∗. Numerically, zd is not very different
from z∗, both being of order 103 (with z∗ > zd). Typically z∗ ' 1090 and zd ' 1060 for
the Planck results [1].
At this point, we would like to stress that Blake et al. [71] also provide BAO mea-
surements in terms of the acoustic parameter A(z), first introduced by Eisenstein et al.
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Figure 4: Likelihood contours for the B1 vacuum model, in this case with BAOA data. The meaning of
the shaded regions in the two panels is as in the previous figures.
[69]. Acoustic oscillations in the photon-baryon plasma prior to recombination give rise
to a peak in the correlation function of galaxies, whose value is given by the mentioned
A(z)-estimator for BAO analysis:
A(zi,p) =
√
Ω0m
[z2iE(ai)]
1/3
[ˆ 1
ai
da
a2E(a)
]2/3
=
√
Ω0m
E1/3(zi)
[
1
zi
ˆ zi
0
dz
E(z)
]2/3
, (6.13)
with ai = (1 + zi)
−1, and zi is the redshift at which the acoustic scale has been measured.
According to [71] the A(z) measurements are approximately uncorrelated with respect
to Ω0mh
2, while this is not the case for the dz measurements. Therefore, it is natural to
use both BAO estimators, dz and A(z), in our statistical analysis (confer section 6.3) in
order to check the range of validity of the free parameters included in the various vacuum
models. Specifically, here and henceforth we consider the following two notations: BAOdz
for the dz measurements, and BAOA for those based on the A(z) estimator. Therefore, the
corresponding χ2-functions for BAO analysis are defined as:
χ2BAOdz(p) =
6∑
i=1
[
dz,th(zi,p)− dz,obs(zi)
σz,i
]2
(6.14)
and
χ2BAOA(p) =
6∑
i=1
[
Ath(zi,p)−Aobs(zi)
σA,i
]2
, (6.15)
where zi, dz,obs, σz,i, Aobs and σA,i can be found in Table 3 of [71].
6.2 Adapting the BAO analysis for dynamical vacuum models
In this section we describe the necessary modifications to R(a) for the BAOdz analysis
when the cosmological vacuum is dynamical. The modifications are necessary since the
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scaling laws for non-relativistic matter and radiation are slightly different as compared to
the ΛCDM. For example, for type-A models the generalization is simple [21]. From the
anomalous scaling laws (4.27) and (4.28) we easily find the following modification of the
RΛCDM (a) function:
R(typeA)(a) = 3
4
ξ
ξ′
ρb(a)
ργ(a)
=
3
4
1− 4α/3
1− α
Ω0b
Ω0γ
a4ξ
′−3ξ . (6.16)
Of course for ν = 0 and α = 0 (ξ = ξ′ = 1) we recover RΛCDM (a) as given in the previous
section.
For type-B models the corresponding RΛCDM (a) also differs from the standard one,
but is more complicated. For this model we have to use the cosmic time rather than the
scale factor, i.e. R(t) = δρb(t)/δργ(t). Thus, upon differentiating (4.34) and (4.35) with
respect to t, and after some calculations we obtain:
R(typeB)(t) = 3Ω
0
b
4Ω0γ
[
sinh
(
3
4 H0F t
)
sinh
(
3
4 H0F t0
)]2/3 . (6.17)
One can easily check that for ν =  = 0, we have F → 2
√
Ω0Λ and we recover the corre-
sponding ΛCDM result:
R(typeB)(t)
∣∣∣
=ν=0
=
3Ω0b
4Ω0γ
[
sinh
(
3
2 H0 Ω
0
Λ t
)
sinh
(
3
4 H0 Ω
0
Λ t0
)]2/3 = 3Ω0b
4Ω0γ
a(t) = RΛCDM (a) . (6.18)
Let us mention the following specification for fitting the BAOdz observable (6.14) for type-
B models. In this case the computation of the parameter rs(zd) – the comoving distance
traveled by light to the drag epoch, Eq. (6.7) – is performed in two steps: in the first step
we integrate from a = 0 up to the decoupling (or last scattering) point a∗ by neglecting
the vacuum energy corrections since dark energy effects are negligible for a < a∗; in the
second step we integrate from a = a∗ to the drag epoch a = ad using the correction from
the radiation component discussed above.
6.3 Combined likelihood function
In order to place tighter constraints on the corresponding parameter space of our model,
the probes described above must be combined through a joint likelihood analysis6, given
by the product of the individual likelihoods according to:
Ltot(p) = LSNIa × LCMB × LBAOX . (6.19)
6Likelihoods are normalized to their maximum values. In the present analysis we always report 1σ
uncertainties on the fitted parameters. Note also that if the total number of data points is Ntot the
associated degrees of freedom is: dof = Ntot − nfit, where nfit is the model-dependent number of fitted
parameters.
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Model Ω0m ν  χ
2/dof AIC
ΛCDM 0.293± 0.013 - - 567.8/586 569.8
A1 0.292± 0.014 +0.0013± 0.0018 - 566.3/585 570.3
A2 0.290± 0.014 +0.0024± 0.0024 - 565.6/585 569.6
B1 0.297+0.015−0.014 - −0.014+0.016−0.013 587.2/585 591.2
B2 0.300+0.017−0.003 −0.0039+0.0020−0.0021 −0.0039+0.0020−0.0021 583.1/585 587.1
Table 1: The fit values for the various models using SNIa+CMB+BAOdz data, together with their
statistical significance according to χ2 and AIC statistical tests. Notice that for type-A2 models
the quoted value of ν stands actually for νeff under the conditions explained in the text, and for B2
we have set ν =  (see the text as well).
This translates into an addition of the joint χ2 function:
χ2tot(p) = χ
2
SNIa + χ
2
CMB + χ
2
BAOX
, (6.20)
where X denotes the kind of BAO measurements used in the statistical analysis, namely
X = dz or X = A(z). In our χ
2 minimization procedure, for the vacuum models (running
and concordance ΛCDM) we use the following range and steps of the fitted parameters:
Ω0m ∈ [0.1, 1] in steps of 0.001 and ν ∈ [−0.02, 0.02] in steps of 10−4.
Since the current vacuum models contain different number of free parameters, as a
further statistical test we use the (corrected) Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) relevant
to our case (Ntot/nfit > 40) [73], which is defined, for the case of Gaussian errors, as follows:
AIC = χ2tot + 2nfit . (6.21)
It is well known that a smaller value of AIC points to a better model-data fit. In this
context, we have to mention that small differences in AIC are not necessarily significant
and therefore, in order to test the effectiveness of the models themselves, it is important to
calculate the model pair difference ∆AIC= AICy −AICx. The larger the value of |∆AIC|,
the higher the evidence against the model with larger value of AIC, with a difference
|∆AIC| ≥ 2 indicating a positive such evidence and |∆AIC| ≥ 6 indicating a strong such
evidence, while a value ≤ 2 indicates consistency among the two comparison models.
Let us next present the basic results of the overall statistical analysis.
1. We first consider SNIa+CMB+BAOdz.
• In the case of the concordance ΛCDM cosmology we find Ω0m = 0.293±0.013 with
statistic significance χ2tot(Ω
0
m)/dof ' 567.8/586 (AICΛ' 569.8). For compari-
son, the determination by Planck+WP [1] reads: Ω0m h
2 = 0.1426±0.0025. With
h = 0.673 ± 0.012 (also from the same source) this yields Ω0m ' 0.315 ± 0.016,
which agrees with our value within slightly more than 1σ. We shall comment
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further on the possible implications of the Ω0m determination in the next section.
Another important cosmological parameter that will enter later our analysis is
the rms mass fluctuation on R8 = 8h
−1 Mpc scales at z = 0. In this work we
use as a prior for such parameter the value σ8,Λ = 0.829 in the ΛCDM, i.e. the
Planck+WP result [1]. Then, with the aid of this value, we can calculate the
corresponding σ8 values for the vacuum models through Eq.(7.10) below [see
discussion in section 7.1 and Tables 3 and 4].
• In Fig. 1 we present the results of our analysis for the type-A1 running vacuum
model, which is characterized by the ν-parameter. We have sampled this pa-
rameter in the interval [−0.02, 0.02] in steps of 10−4. The left panel in that
figure shows the fitted regions at 1σ, 2σ and 3σ confidence levels in the (Ω0m, ν)
plane, from the SNIa, BAOdz and CMB shift parameter data. The right panel
in the figure shows the fit contours when the three types of data are intersected.
Using the SNIa data alone it is evident (from the left panel) that although the
Ω0m parameter is tightly constrained (∼ 0.29), the ν parameter remains com-
pletely unconstrained (in the shown interval). However, as it is manifest from
the right panel of that figure, the above degeneracy is broken when we use the
joint likelihood analysis with all the cosmological data. Indeed the overall like-
lihood function peaks at Ω0m = 0.292 ± 0.014 and ν = +0.0013 ± 0.0018 with
χ2tot(Ω
0
m, ν) ' 566.3 (AICA1' 570.3) for 585 degrees of freedom7. The ΛCDM
value of AIC (' 569.8) is smaller with respect to that of the A1 model. This
indicates that the fit of the concordance model to the combined data is slightly
better than that of the A1 vacuum model. However, the differential AIC value
|∆AIC|=|AICΛ − AICA1| = 1.5 is actually ≤ 2. This tells us that the cosmolo-
gical data are perfectly consistent with the A1 model in a way comparable to
the ΛCDM. Furthermore, we find that σ8 = 0.813.
• Let us now address the more general case of the type-A2 model,whose statistical
vector p contains 3 free parameters, namely p = (Ω0m, ν, α). Our minimiza-
tion analysis provides strongly degenerate results between ν and α, rendering
impossible to put any significant constraints on their values 8. Note, however
that the value of Ω0m is well constrained (' 0.29). Therefore we adopt – as in
Ref. [21]– the additional setting ξ′ ≡ 1, which is tantamount to assume that
there is no modification in the scaling law of radiation and hence radiation be-
haves in the strict standard way, in contraposition to dust. This occurs when
7Note that in [20] we used the earlier BAO results of Percival [70] and the Constitution set of 397 SNIa
[74]. We would like to mention here that those results are in agreement with the current results within 1σ
uncertainties.
8This is similar to the situation with the CPL parameterization [75] of the dark energy, where in the
statistical vector p = (Ω0m, w0, w1) one actually has to fix a parameter to fit the other two in an efficient
way
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α = 34ν (see equation 4.26), implying from Eq.(4.11) that ξ ' 1− νeff , in which
νeff ' (ν−α) = ν/4. The statistical vector reduces in this case to p = (Ω0m, νeff),
and we sample νeff ∈ [−0.02, 0.02] in steps of 10−4. The joint minimization pro-
vides now Ω0m = 0.29±0.014, νeff = 0.0024±0.0024 (ν ' 0.0096 and α ' 0.0072)
with χ2tot(Ω
0
m, νeff)/dof ' 565.6/585 and AICA2' 569.6. Notice that in the
present case, opposite to the A1 model, the fit to the combined data from the
A2 model is slightly better than in the ΛCDM model (cf. Table 1). However,
utilizing the AIC information criterium, and because AICΛ 'AICA2 we have
that the A2 vacuum model is statistically equivalent (|∆AIC| ≤ 2) with the
ΛCDM model. In this case we obtain σ8 = 0.797.
• We next face model B1 with BAOdz data. As in the A1 model, here we have only
one characteristic parameter, in this case  (apart from the generic one Ω0m). We
have dealt with the fitting procedure of  in a similar way as ν for the A1 model.
The fitting regions in the (Ω0m, )-plane are shown in Fig. 2, left panel, whereas
the 1σ, 2σ and 3σ contour lines for the combined SNIa+CMB+BAOdz data are
displayed on the right panel of that figure. As we can see, the determination of
Ω0m is rather sharp around 0.3, to be precise: Ω
0
m = 0.297
+0.015
−0.014. However the
parameter  is not so well bounded by the data as it was the case of ν, specifically
we find  = −0.014+0.016−0.013. The central value and the errors are roughly one order
of magnitude bigger than before, and the fit quality is significantly poorer. This
is clear from the χ2/dof and AIC statistical diagnostics in Table 1, which give
substantially larger values than those in the ΛCDM model. If we attend strictly
the AIC statistical criterion we should conclude that the type-B1 model does
not fit at all the combined data in a way comparable to type-A1 or A2 models
and the ΛCDM. Concerning the rms mass fluctuation for this model, we find
σ8 = 0.859.
• As for the B2 model, we have once more a situation with three fit parameters
(Ω0m, ν, ). But to avoid similar difficulties as those mentioned with the A2
model, we fix a correlation between the two model parameters ν and . Of
course, both are small in absolute value, but let us note that for ν   model
B2 must reduce to B1, whereas for  ν it essentially behaves as A1. Therefore,
the parameter region which is left unexplored is when  ' ν, and for definiteness
we will fix  = ν and shall perform a two-parameter fit in (,Ω0m). Under these
conditions we find  ' −0.0039 and Ω0m ' 0.30 (cf. Table 1 for more precise
values and errors). As with the B1 case, the quality of the fit is worse than for
the ΛCDM or any of the type-A models. Moreover, for the B2 model, we find
σ8 = 0.896.
2. In the following we are based on SNIa+CMB+BAOA data.
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• We describe now the situation concerning the various models for when we use
the alternative BAO option. The corresponding results are clearly displayed in
Table 2.
For the ΛCDM model we obtain Ω0m = 0.292 ± 0.011 with χ2tot(Ω0m)/dof '
567.5/586 (AICΛ' 569.5). As it could be expected, we obtain almost the same
results with those of the previous fit with SNIa+CMB+BAOdz data.
• A1 vacuum model: Here the overall likelihood function peaks at a lower value
of the mass parameter Ω0m = 0.282±0.012 (see the concluding comments of this
section) and higher running parameter ν = 0.0048+0.0032−0.0031, with χ
2
tot(Ω
0
m, ν) '
563.8 (AICA1' 567.8) for 585 degrees of freedom. The shape of the BAOA-
contours in Fig. 3 are quite different from those of BAOdz (Fig. 1). This is
somehow related with the fact that unlike for the case of A(z), the dz BAO
measurements are correlated with the Ω0mh
2 [71] as well as with the necessary
modifications to R(a) introduced in the BAOdz analysis (see section 7.2). The
rms mass fluctuation is found to be σ8 = 0.758. Let us note the remarkable
fact that using the BAOA observable, instead of BAOdz, the value of ν is not
compatible with zero at 1σ, showing a slight tendency to favor nonvanishing
values of ν rather than the ΛCDM result.
• A2 vacuum model: the overall minimization provides Ω0m = 0.283±0.012, νeff =
+0.0048±0.0031 (ν ' 0.019 and α ' 0.014) with χ2tot(Ω0m, νeff)/dof ' 563.8/585
and AICA2' 567.8. The rms mass fluctuation is σ8 = 0.757.
At this point we would like to make some comments for the A1-A2 model. Gener-
ally, the Ω0m values are in agreement (with 1σ errors) with those of SNIa+CMB+
BAOdz. However, as far as νeff (or ν) is concerned we find differences among
the parameters which could reach up to a factor of ∼ 3.7. In this context,
the SNIa+CMB+BAOA data analysis highlights the fact that the values of
AICA1−A2(' 567.8) are actually smaller with respect to those of the concor-
dance ΛCDM cosmology. In other words, it turns out that the type-A1 and A2
vacuum models appear now to fit slightly better than the ΛCDM the observa-
tional data. Still, the |∆AIC|=|AICA1−A2 − AICΛ| values (ie., ≤ 2) indicate
that the cosmological data are simultaneously consistent with the A1,A2 and
the ΛCDM models.
• B1 model with BAOA data. We find Ω0m = 0.283+0.012−0.011, so it remains similar to
the type-A models, with  = +0.005+0.018−0.015. Interestingly, the fit quality is also
in this case slightly better than in the ΛCDM model, but still with |∆AIC| ≤ 2,
and hence statistically comparable. The rms mass fluctuation is σ8 = 0.820.
• For the B2 model we proceed here with a similar strategy as with the BAOdz
case, and we find Ω0m = 0.283 and  ' ν ' +0.0015. The quality of the fit
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Model Ω0m ν  χ
2/dof AIC
ΛCDM 0.292± 0.011 - - 567.5/586 569.5
A1 0.282± 0.012 +0.0048+0.0032−0.0031 - 563.8./585 567.8
A2 0.283± 0.012 +0.0048± 0.0031 - 563.8/585 567.8
B1 0.283+0.012−0.011 - +0.005
+0.018
−0.015 563.7/585 567.7
B2 0.283+0.011−0.012 +0.0015
+0.0025
−0.0030 +0.0015
+0.0025
−0.0030 563.8/585 567.8
C1 0.296± 0.017 −0.189± 0.008 - 568.3/585 570.3
Table 2: The fit values for the various models using the same data and statistical tests as before
except for the BAO observable, which now is BAOA, i.e., overall we use SNIa+CMB+BAOA data.
In this case we include also the C1 model (see text). Same notation as the previous table.
is once more comparable, but better, than for the concordance ΛCDM model.
The rms mass fluctuation is σ8 = 0.791.
• Finally, the observational viability of the C1 model has been tested previ-
ously in Basilakos & Sola` [23], and thus for the rest of the paper we use
their SNIa+CMB+BAOA analysis of the (Ω
0
m, ζ) pair. Specifically, we remind
the reader that the following results were found [23]: Ω0m = 0.296 ± 0.017,
ζ = 1.189± 0.008 with χ2tot(Ω0m, ζ)/dof ' 568.3/585. Recall that for C1 models
ζ = 1 − ν, and the fitted value of ν is the one indicated for this model in Ta-
ble 2. Because of the absence of the constant additive term for the C1 model (cf.
Sect. 4.3), the value of ν is forced to be much larger than in the other models.
Notwithstanding, the corresponding AIC value is 570.3, which is statistically
comparable to that of the ΛCDM model, and therefore at least from the point
of view of the Hubble expansion data and the shift parameter, the C1 model
seems to present a respectable status. But it is only an ostensible good status.
The situation for this model will undergo a radical change when we test the
structure formation data at low redshifts, as we shall see in the next section.
The trouble is related to the aforementioned absence of the additive term. A
first hint of decline of this model appears when we compute the corresponding
rms mass fluctuation, namely σ8 = 1.365, which is clearly anomalously large.
We conclude this section with the following observation. The fitting functions (6.4)
and (6.11) for the redshifts of decoupling and baryon drag epochs respectively, have been
obtained [68, 72] under the assumption that the precise scaling laws for matter are as in
the ΛCDM concordance model. This is not the case for our dynamical vacuum models,
see e.g. (4.27) and (4.28). Therefore it is natural to assess if this can have a significant
effect in our analysis. In regard to Eq. (6.4) the small deviations around the standard
value of z∗ caused by the anomalous scaling laws in the natural region (4.10) do not affect
significantly the value of the integral (6.3) (the shift parameter). As for the baryon drag
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redshift zd we have roughly estimated the possible effects by considering the method of
Ref. [76] in combination with the framework of [68]. In this way we can test the sensibility
of our fits to the vacuum models under study, with and without the scaling correction on
the R-functions of the BAO analysis, i.e. equations (6.16) and (6.17), which enter the
determination of zd with the method of [76] (cf. Appendix A of this reference). While we
have obtained some differences, in all cases they are compatible with the parameter errors
indicated in Tables 1 and 2. Let us also notice that these corrections can only affect the
BAO data associated to the dz observable (6.10), but not the BAO analysis based on the
A(z) estimator (6.13). If in the future more accurate cosmological data becomes available,
one may have to consider the effect of these corrections for a better determination of the
parameters potentially responsible for the vacuum dynamics.
6.4 Discussion of the fitting results and implications for dynamical DE
From the previous analysis one could tentatively say that type-A models are preferred to
type-B ones from the point of view of the quality fits to the combined data. This is indeed
suggested by the results involving BAOdz. In contrast, BAOA data does not seem to point
so strongly to this conclusion. This is somehow understandable if we take into account
that the BAOA data are exclusively based on the imprints of baryonic acoustic oscillations
left at low redshifts during the early epochs of galaxy clusters formation, which means at
relatively recent times, whereas the BAOdz data is also sensitive to the model behavior
of these oscillations at earlier epochs in between the decoupling and baryon drag epochs.
More observational work will be necessary to decide about the best vacuum models.
We come now to a point mentioned in passing in the previous section concerning the
fitting values of Ω0m. For the ΛCDM we have found Ω
0
m ' 0.293 (virtually independent
of the type of BAO data used). This is smaller than the Planck+WP value Ω0m ' 0.315.
Similarly, for the vacuum models A and B we have found Ω0m smaller than the Planck+WP
value. This holds not only for BAOdz data (cf. Table 1) but even more pronounced when
the fit is done using BAOA data, where the value of Ω
0
m lessens significantly for all vacuum
models at around Ω0m ' 0.282− 0.283 (cf. Table 2). At the same time one obtains, in the
last case, a slightly improved fit quality with respect to the ΛCDM for all the dynamical
vacuum models A and B. The difference with respect to the Planck+WP value of Ω0m is
now larger and, as we will see in Sect. 7, it does matter as far as the possible implications
on the predicted cluster number counts for the dynamical models. At this stage of precision
cosmology it is difficult to make a final selection between the two types of BAO data, and
therefore we have decided to present the results separately for each BAO set.
The importance of the BAOs measurements cannot be underemphasized. They are
sensitive to the physics of large scales and hinge primarily on the well-known principles
of the linear regime of gravitational instability. Recall the recent hint of dynamical dark
energy based on BAOs data mentioned in the introduction – cf. Ref. [33]. These authors
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utilize the “Om(z)-diagnostic” [77] for dark energy from the recent measurement of H(z)
made, in particular, on the basis of BAOs in the Lyα forest of BOSS DR11 quasars [79].
Such DE diagnostic is defined as
Om(z) ≡ E
2(z)− 1
(1 + z)3 − 1 . (6.22)
For the ΛCDM one finds the constant value Om(z) = Ω0m. According to the test, a
departure from this result points to dynamical vacuum energy. A related test is the two-
point diagnostic [33] defined as follows. Introducing h(z) = E(z)h (where h is the reduced
Hubble parameter), the test is based on the quantity
Omh2(z2, z1) ≡ h
2(z2)− h2(z2)
(1 + z2)3 − (1 + z1)3 . (6.23)
It has the following properties. To start with, Omh2(z, 0) = Om(z)h2. In addition, for
the ΛCDM we have Omh2(z2, z1) = Ω
0
m h
2, which is constant for any pair of points z2 and
z1. Using the previous diagnostic and the known observational information on H(z) at
the three redshift values z = 0, 0.57, 2.34 (the last one being from [79]) the authors of [33]
observe that the average result is: Omh2 = 0.122±0.01, with very little variation from any
pair of points taken. The obtained result is significantly smaller than the corresponding
Planck+WP value of the two-point diagnostic, which is obviously constant and given by
Omh2 = Ω0m h
2 = 0.1426 ± 0.0025. Since a departure of Omh2 from this result should,
according to [33], signal that the DE is not the Λ-cosmology, the obvious tension found
between the BAO observations and the CMB measurements (assuming the concordance
ΛCDM model) cannot be explained within the ΛCDM model.
The above mentioned authors make a case for this result and conclude that the spotted
difference provides model-independent evidence for dynamical DE. Although it is probably
too early to draw definite conclusions from these results before we get more statistics on
H(z) at high redshifts (cf. e.g. [78]), we can at least say that this kind of scenario is roughly
consistent with the results of the current analysis. We have indeed found that our vacuum
dynamical framework, when confronted with the presently available SNIa+CMB+BAO
data, tends to emphasize significantly smaller values of Ω0m. Therefore, in case that the
claims of dynamical DE would be confirmed at some point, the vacuum models presented
here could provide an explanation.
We can understand analytically the possible origin of these results in our theoretical
framework. Let us take e.g. a general type-A model. From the formulae of Sect.4.1 we can
easily compute the corresponding Om(z)-diagnostic. The result is:
Omh2(z) =
Ω0m
ξ
(1 + z)3ξ − 1
(1 + z)3 − 1 , (6.24)
with ξ given in Eq. (4.4). It is pretty obvious that for ξ = 1 we recover the ΛCDM result,
which remains pegged to Om(z) = Ω0m (∀z). However, as soon we allow a small dynamical
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Figure 5: Comparison of the observed (solid points with vertical error bars) and theoretical evolution of
the weighted growth rate f(z)σ8(z) for the models A1,A2 and C1. The uppermost (red) line corresponds
to the ΛCDM model, used as a reference. The subsequent ones (from top to bottom) correspond to the
vacuum models A1 (blue line) and A2 (purple line). On the right panel, the lines for A1 and A2 are one
essentially overlapping. The curve that deviates significantly from the others in the two panels and loses
power quickly near our time corresponds to model C1 (black line). The curves have been obtained for the
best fit values of the cosmological parameters as discussed in Sec. 6.3 (for a summary, cf. Tables 1 and 2).
The left panel shows the results based on the SNIa+CMB+BAOdz fitting while the right panel those of the
SNIa+CMB+BAOA analysis. The C1 curve is obtained only for SNIa+CMB+BAOA data (and therefore
is the same in both panels).
running of vacuum (meaning ν and or α different from zero) we obtain a small departure of
ξ from 1 and therefore the DE diagnostic Om(z) deviates from Ω0m. Actually, in this case
(6.24) evolves with time (or redshift). According to the Om(z) diagnostic this implies that
the vacuum energy is dynamical. By the same token, the two-point diagnostic for type-A
models can be computed:
Omh2(z2, z
2
1) =
Ω0m
ξ
(1 + z2)
3ξ − (1 + z1)3ξ
(1 + z2)3 − 1 + z1)3 . (6.25)
Clearly, the result depends on zi for ξ 6= 1. Only for the ΛCDM case (ξ = 1) it remains
anchored to Ω0m h
2 for any zi. Similar considerations hold for type-B models. The upshot
is that the detailed numerical analysis of both model types of dynamical vacuum models,
in the light of the available observations, confirms that such vacuum dynamics leads to
smaller Ω0m – cf. Sect. 6.3.
6.5 The linear growth rate of clustering and the γ index
In this section we analyze the linear perturbation growth regime for the various models.
Although one could do it by means of the power spectrum, we follow the approach of [19]
and will test herein the implications of the various models on structure formation through
the study of the linear growth rate of clustering [38]. This important (dimensionless) indi-
cator is defined as the logarithmic derivative of the linear growth factor D(a) with respect
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Figure 6: Comparison of the observed and theoretical evolution of the weighted growth rate f(z)σ8(z)
for the models B1 and B2. As in Fig. 5, the left and right panels show the results based on the
SNIa+CMB+BAOdz and SNIa+CMB+BAOA best fit values, respectively. On the left panel, the low-
ermost (red) line corresponds to the ΛCDM model, used as a reference. The closest one on top of it at
z = 0 corresponds to model B1 (blue line) and the next to closest at this point is model B2 (purple line).
On the right panel, the B1 and B2 lines essentially overlap below the ΛCDM one, the B1 being in the
middle.
to the variable ln a. Therefore,
f(a) ≡ 1
D
dD
d ln a
=
dlnD
dlna
= −(1 + z)dlnD
dz
, (6.26)
where D(a) is obtained from solving the differential equation (5.6) for each model. The
physical significance of f(a) is that it determines the amplitude of redshift distortions, and
also of the peculiar velocity flows. The latter can be seen by witting f(a) = (D˙/D)/(a˙/a) =
D˙/(DH), which is the ratio of the peculiar flow rate to the Hubble rate.
In order to investigate the performance of our vacuum models, we compare the theoret-
ical growth prediction with the latest growth data (as collected e.g. by [80] and references
therein), which are based on the combined observable f(z)σ8(z), viz. the ordinary growth
rate weighted by the rms mass fluctuation field. It has been found that this estimator
is almost a model-independent way of expressing the observed growth history of the uni-
verse, in particular it is found to be independent of the galaxy density bias (see [81]). The
theoretical functional form of σ8(z) will be studied in Sect.7.1 – see Eq.(7.8).
In Figs. 5 and 6 we display the predicted f(z)σ8(z) together with the observed linear
growth data, for the various vacuum models A, B and C1. No information is provided
on C2 which we already discarded. Notice, that the theoretical curves on the left and
the right panels correspond to fitted values of the cosmological parameters derived from
SNIa+CMB+BAOdz and SNIa+CMB+BAOA respectively. Obviously, despite the fact
that the C1 model fits well the expansion history (cf. Sect. 6.3), it is finally ruled out
by the growth data [23]. For these reasons we come to the conclusion that the entire C1
class of models (in particular the linear sort Λ ∝ H) is strongly unfavored and we do not
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Figure 7: The evolution of the growth rate index, Eq. (6.26). The lines correspond to the A1 and A2
vacuum models for the best fit cosmological values discussed in Sec. 6.3. From top to bottom (in both
panels): A2 (purple line), A1 (blue line) and ΛCDM (red line), used as reference. The left panel shows
the results based on the SNIa+CMB+BAOdz fitting while the right panel those of the SNIa+CMB+BAOA
analysis.
continue its analysis for the rest of this paper.
Overall, we can see that the A1-A2 vacuum models with the single parameter ν (or
νeff) match quite well the growth data, that is to say in a way which is comparable to the
ΛCDM model (dashed line). We confirm this fact via a χ2growth minimization statistical
test. In particular, for the vacuum models (including the ΛCDM) we find that χ2growth/16
lies in the interval [0.52− 1.25]9.
On inspecting once more Figs. 5 and 6, the data clearly shows that the growth of
structure is hindered near our time, which is evidence of a positive cosmological constant
exerting a negative pressure against the process of matter collapse. This is well described
by the ΛCDM. But it is also comparably well described by the running vacuum models
carrying an additive constant term in their functional form [see Eq. (2.8)] and a relatively
small value of ν or  of order ∼ 10−3. All these features can be seen very clearly in that
figure.
Finally, let us finish with a short discussion concerning the growth rate index γ. As
we have already mentioned in the introduction, we can express the linear growth rate of
clustering in terms of Ωm(z) as follows: f(z) ' Ωm(z)γ(z), where γ is the linear growth rate
index. For the usual ΛCDM model, such index is approximated by γΛ ' 6/11 ' 0.545. This
result is a particular case (for ωD = −1) of the theoretical formula γ ' 3(ωD−1)/(6ωD−5)
corresponding to DE models with a slowly varying equation of state ωD [82].
To obtain the linear growth index for the dynamical vacuum models studied here we
have to use the corresponding linear growth factor, D(z), and from Eq.(6.26) we easily
9The growth sample contains 16 entries [80].
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obtain:
γ(z) ' ln
[−(1 + z)d lnDdz ]
ln Ωm(z)
, (6.27)
where D(z) for the different vacuum models is given in sections 5.2 and 5.3.
In Figs. 7 and 8 we present the evolution of the linear growth index for the A and
B type of vacuum models, respectively (on the left with SNIa+CMB+BAOdz data, and
on the right with SNIa+CMB+BAOA data). In the same figures we can also see our
determination of γΛ(z) as a function of the redshift, and in particular we find γΛ(0) ' 0.58.
The comparison shown in the mentioned figures indicates that the growth index of
the type-A vacuum models with SNIa+CMB+BAOdz data is well approximated by the
ΛCDM constant value for z ≤ 1, while at large redshifts there are deviations. When
SNIa+CMB+BAOA data is used, instead, there is a visible deviation from above in all the
range, which becomes smaller (at the level 5%) for z ≤ 1 (see Fig. 7, right panel). Let us
note that other vacuum models, such as e.g. B1 and B2, depart also from the ΛCDM result
(in this case from below) when using SNIa+CMB+BAOdz data (cf. Fig. 8, left panel). We
find that for z ≤ 1 the departure can be of order 5 − 10%. The deviation, on the other
hand, is not so pronounced (and of opposite sign) when SNIa+CMB+BAOA data are used
(right panel of the same figure).
It is worth mentioning that the differences we have found with respect to the ΛCDM
are near the edge of the present experimental limits. For example, in a recent analysis of
the clustering properties of Luminous Red Galaxies and the growth rate data provided by
the various galaxy surveys it is found that γ = 0.56± 0.05 and Ω0m = 0.29± 0.01 [39]. The
prediction of γ for all our vacuum models lies within 1σ of that range.
Since the experimental error on the γ-index is of order 10% and some of the vacuum
models are bordering these limits, it opens the possibility that the deviations presented by
these models might be resolved in the future when more accurate data will be available [83].
This is quite evident from the results presented in Figs. 7 and 8 of our analysis. Combining
the analysis of the growth rate with the those obtained from the cluster number counts
method (studied in the next section), it should be possible to further pin down the nature
of these dynamical vacuum models.
7. Testing the dynamics of vacuum through the cluster number counts
method
In the foregoing part of our analysis we have shown that the A and B types of vacuum
models can successfully fit the background cosmological data and the growth of linear
perturbations in a way which in some cases is perfectly comparable to the ΛCDM. This
is not so with type-C models, which fail seriously in regard to the expansion data or the
structure formation data or both. We have also shown that the A and B vacuum classes
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Figure 8: The evolution of the growth rate index, similar to the previous figure. In this case the lines
correspond to the B1 and B2 vacuum models for the best fit cosmological values discussed in Sec. 6.3. The
left panel shows the results based on the SNIa+CMB+BAOdz fitting while the right panel those of the
SNIa+CMB+BAOA analysis. The uppermost curve (in red) on the left panel corresponds to the ΛCDM,
the middle one is for B1 (blue line) and the lowest one (in purple) is for B2. On the right panel the ΛCDM
curve is the lowest one. Near z = 0 the highest one (in blue) is for B1 and the middle curve (in purple) is
for B2.
Model Ω0m ν  σ8 δc
ΛCDM 0.292 0 0 0.829 1.675
A1 0.292 +0.0013 0 0.813 1.666
A2 0.290 +0.0024 0 0.797 1.659
B1 0.297 0 -0.014 0.859 1.696
B2 0.300 -0.0039 -0.0039 0.896 1.705
Table 3: Numerical results from fitting SNIa+CMB+BAOdz data (in correspondence with Table
1). The 1st column indicates the vacuum energy model. The 2nd shows the central fit value of Ω0m.
The 3rd and 4th display the best fit values of the parameters ν and , with the understanding that
ν is to be taken νeff for model A2. Finally, the 5
th and 6th columns list the computed values of σ8
and δc ≡ δc(z = 0), respectively. The procedure to compute the collapse density threshold δc(z) for
each model is explained in Appendix B.
have different predictions concerning the linear growth rate index γ, which in the future
may be resolved. In that case we could distinguish between these two sort of vacuum
models and also with respect to the ΛCDM.
In the meanwhile and in an attempt to define further observational criteria capable of
distinguishing the realistic model variants A and B from the concordance ΛCDM cosmology,
we analyze in this second part of our work their theoretically predicted cluster-size halo
redshift distributions, i.e. the expected cluster number counts of each model as a function
of the redshift. As it turns, this is an efficient method to separate vacuum models which
perform outstanding at the linear perturbation but differ very little in the values of the
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parameters.
In previous works some of us have described and tested this methodology for simpler
versions of the dynamical vacuum models, see Refs. [19] and [20]. The method has also
been used to place bounds on cosmological parameters and on different types of dark
energy models, see e.g. [84, 85, 86]. The basic tool is the Press-Schechter formalism and its
generalization. In the following we briefly summarize the basics of this method and refer
the reader to the aforesaid references for more details. A crucial ingredient of the cluster
number counts method is the linearly extrapolated density threshold above which structures
collapse, δc. The computation of this model-dependent parameter is a rather demanding
task as it requires to solve the perturbations equations beyond the linear approximation.
In the Appendix B we compute δc for the models under consideration.
7.1 Generalized Press-Schechter formalism
The Press and Schechter (hereafter PSc) formalism to compute the fraction of matter in
the universe that has formed bounded structures and its redshift distribution was devel-
oped in a pioneering work of these authors 40 years ago [87] and has been generalized and
improved since then. One introduces the so-called halo mass function, F (M, z), represent-
ing the fraction of the universe that has collapsed by the redshift z in halos above some
mass M , where the primordial density fluctuation for a given mass M of the dark matter
fluid is described by a random Gaussian field. With this function and assuming a mean
background mass density ρ¯ one may estimate the (comoving) number density of virialized
halos, n(M, z), with masses within the range (M,M + δM):
n(M, z)dM =
∂F (M, z)
∂M
ρ¯
M
dM . (7.1)
This expression can be rewritten as follows:
n(M, z)dM =
ρ¯
M
dlnσ−1
dM
fPSc(σ)dM, (7.2)
where fPSc(σ) =
√
2/pi(δc/σ) exp(−δ2c/2σ2). Note that in this approach all the mass is
locked inside halos, according to the normalization constraint:
ˆ +∞
−∞
fPSc(σ)dlnσ
−1 = 1 . (7.3)
The parameter δc is the collapse density threshold, i.e. the linearly extrapolated density
threshold above which structures collapse [88] (see our Appendix B for more details), while
σ2(M, z) is the mass variance of the smoothed linear density field, which depends on the
redshift z at which the halos are identified. It is given in Fourier space by:
σ2(M, z) =
D2(z)
2pi2
ˆ ∞
0
k2P (k)W 2(kR)dk . (7.4)
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Model Ω0m ν  σ8 δc
ΛCDM 0.292 0 0 0.829 1.675
A1 0.282 +0.0048 0 0.758 1.644
A2 0.283 +0.0048 0 0.757 1.642
B1 0.283 0 +0.005 0.820 1.667
B2 0.283 +0.0015 +0.0015 0.791 1.662
Table 4: As in Table 3, but using the fitting results from SNIa+CMB+BAOA data (in correspon-
dence with Table 2).
In this expression, D(z) is the linear growth factor of perturbations, which we have com-
puted before for our models, P (k) is the power-spectrum of the linear density field, and
finally we have the smoothing function W (kR) = 3(sinkR − kRcoskR)/(kR)3, which is
the Fourier image of the following geometric top-hat function with spherical symmetry:
fTH(r) = 3/(4piR
3) θ(1 − r/R). Here θ(1 − r/R) is the Heaviside function, which imple-
ments the top-hat spherical truncation for r > R. Notice that, thanks to it, its Fourier
transform also truncates the sum over modes in (7.4) since W (kR) ' 1 for kR  1, but
W (kR) ' 0 for kR  1. The spherical distribution contains on average a mass M within
a radius R = (3M/4piρ¯)1/3. In this expression ρ¯ is the comoving mean mass density at
redshift z, i.e. the mean mass density of the background divided by (1 + z)3. The current
background density is ρm = Ω
0
m ρ
0
c = 2.78× 1011Ω0mh2MMpc−3. We use the CDM power
spectrum:
P (k) = P0k
nsT 2(Ω0m, k) , (7.5)
where P0 is a normalization cconstant (see below), ns = 0.9603 ± 0.0073 is the value of
the spectral index measured by Planck+WP [1]; and T (Ω0m, k) the BBKS transfer function
[89, 90]:
T (Ω0m, k) =
ln(1 + 2.34q)
2.34q
[
1 + 3.89q + (16.1q)2 + (5.46q)3 + (6.71q)4
]−1/4
,
q = q(k) ≡ k ·Mpc
Ω0mh
2
e
Ω0b+
√
2h
Ω0b
Ω0m . (7.6)
It is traditional to parameterize the mass variance in terms of σ8, the rms mass fluc-
tuation amplitude on scales of R8 = 8 h
−1 Mpc at redshift z = 0 [σ8 ≡ σ8(0)]. This allows
us to normalize the power spectrum, i.e. to determine P0. Indeed, using equations (7.4)
and (7.5) we have:
σ2(M, z) = σ28(z)
´∞
0 k
ns+2T 2(Ω0m, k)W
2(kR)dk´∞
0 k
ns+2T 2(Ω0m, k)W
2(kR8)dk
, (7.7)
where
σ8(z) = σ8
D(z)
D(0)
. (7.8)
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Figure 9: The theoretically predicted redshift distribution of the total number of cluster counts, N (z),
with masses in the range 1013.4 h−1 .M/M . 1016 h−1, corresponding to the concordance ΛCDM model
and using the generalized Press-Schechter function (7.12). The curves correspond to the best fit value
Ω0m = 0.293± 0.013 within 1σ (cf. Table 1).
Equivalently,
P0 = 2pi
2 σ
2
8
D2(0)
[ˆ ∞
0
kns+2T 2(Ω0m, k)W
2(kR8)dk
]−1
. (7.9)
The Planck+WP value of σ8, which we use for our analysis, is σ8 = 0.829± 0.012 [1].
The σ8 value for the different dynamical vacuum models can be estimated by scaling
the present time ΛCDM value10 (σ8,Λ) using once more equations (7.4) and (7.5):
σ8 = σ8,Λ
D(0)
DΛ(0)
[ ´∞
0 k
ns+2T 2(Ω0m, k)W
2(kR8)dk´∞
0 k
ns+2T 2(Ω0m,Λ, k)W
2(kR8)dk
]1/2
. (7.10)
Overall it follows from the foregoing formulae that the mass variance of the linear
density field is determined from
σ2(M, z) = σ28,Λ
D2(z)
D2Λ(0)
´∞
0 k
ns+2T 2(Ω0m, k)W
2(kR)dk´∞
0 k
ns+2T 2(Ω0m,Λ, k)W
2(kR8)dk
, (7.11)
where σ8,Λ ' 0.829 is the aforementioned ΛCDM value extracted from Planck+WP mea-
surements. Furthermore, the numerical value of σ8 for the ΛCDM and the various vacuum
models under consideration has been collected in the last but one column of Tables 3 and
4 together with the best fitting values of the parameters according to each BAO type that
we have used (cf. Tables 1 and 2).
10In the following discussion, the quantities referred to the ΛCDM model are distinguished by the subscript
‘Λ’ (σ8,Λ; DΛ; Ω
0
m,Λ) whereas the corresponding quantities in the dynamical vacuum models carry no
subscript.
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Figure 10: Left: Fractional difference δN/N in the number of counts of clusters between the vacuum
model A1 and the concordance ΛCDM model (cf. Fig. 9) using SNIa+CMB+BAOdz data from Table 1.
The continuous solid line represents δN/N for the best fit value from that table, whereas the innermost
(resp. outermost) band comprises the δN/N prediction for the points within the ±1σ (resp. ±3σ) values
around it. Right: As before, but for model A2.
The original Press-Schechter function fPSc was shown to provide a relatively good first
approximation to the halo mass function obtained by numerical simulations. In Appendix
A we use fPSc to assess in detail why the number count method is an efficient one to separate
models that may be difficult to distinguish at the linear perturbation regime. The method,
however, is not tied to the particularly simple form of the original Press-Schechter function
fPSc. More recently a large number of works have provided better fitting functions for f(σ).
In practice, in our analysis for the various dynamical vacuum models under consideration
we will adopt the generalized one proposed by Reed et al. [91]:
fR(σ, neff) = A
√
2b
pi
[
1 +
(
σ2
bδ2c
)p
+ 0.6G1 + 0.4G2
] (
δc
σ
)
× exp
[
−cbδ
2
c
2σ2
− 0.03
(neff + 3)2
(
δc
σ
)0.6]
, (7.12)
where A = 0.3222, p = 0.3, b = 0.707, c = 1.08, while G1, G2 and neff , the slope of the
non-linear power-spectrum at the halo scale, are given by:
G1 = exp
[
−(lnσ
−1 − 0.4)2
2(0.6)2
]
, G2 = exp
[
−(lnσ
−1 − 0.75)2
2(0.2)2
]
, neff = 6
d lnσ−1
d lnM
− 3.
(7.13)
The previous generalized PS function is a refined variant of an older function that was
used to improve the original PS-formalism by Sheth and Tormen [92]:
fST (σ) = A
′
√
2b
pi
[
1 +
(
σ2
bδ2c
)p] (
δc
σ
)
exp
[
− bδ
2
c
2σ2
]
, (7.14)
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Figure 11: Fractional difference δN/N in the number of counts of clusters between the vacuum models
A1 (left) and A2 (right) and the concordance ΛCDM model, but using SNIa+CMB+BAOA data from Table
2. Same notation as in Fig. 10.
where the parameters b and p are the same as in (7.12). Once more A′ must be fixed from
the normalization (7.3). Let us, however, note that the value of the normalization constant
cancels in the ratio δN/NΛCDM, where δN = N −NΛCDM represents the deviations of the
number counts of the given vacuum model with respect to the ΛCDM. In fact, the fractional
difference δN/NΛCDM will be the main observable in our test analysis of the number counts
for dynamical vacuum models. While we have also made use of the parameterization (7.14)
to test the sensibility of our results to the generalized Press-Schechter functions, we will
for definiteness only present the final results in terms of the more complete function (7.12).
To use that function we need to know the value of the collapse density threshold param-
eter δc. In Appendix B we compute δc by solving the corresponding nonlinear perturbation
equations for each vacuum model. The resulting values are listed in the last column of
Tables 3 and 4, where we have separated them according to the type of BAO used in the
best fitting to the SNIa+CMB+BAO cosmological data.
We conclude this section by noticing that the BBKS transfer function (7.6), as well as
the PS-like functions (7.12) and (7.14) involved in the halo mass function, were all obtained
from fits to numerical data assuming strict ΛCDM cosmology [89, 91, 92]. We have checked
e.g. that the differences in number counts between the mentioned mass functions are within
the errors induced in the determination of the model parameters. In this sense we do not
consider necessary at this point to further adapt the model dependence of these functions
beyond our detailed computation of the δc parameter for each model (cf. Appendix B). The
results of our number count analysis (see the next section) within these approximations
are already quite suggestive of the rich spectrum of possibilities offered by the dynamical
models under study. However, we understand that with the advent of more precision data
in the future a more refined treatment might be necessary.
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Figure 12: Fractional difference δN/N in the number of counts of clusters between the vacuum models
B1 (left) and B2 (right) and the concordance ΛCDM model, using SNIa+CMB+BAOdz data from Table
1. Same notation as in Fig. 10.
7.2 Numerical results: number counts of the dynamical vacuum models
From the halo mass function (7.2) we can derive for each vacuum model the redshift
distribution of clusters, N (z), within some determined mass range, say M1 ≤ M ≤ M2.
This can be estimated by integrating the expected differential halo mass function, n(M, z),
with respect to mass, namely
N (z) = dV
dz
ˆ M2
M1
n(M, z)dM, (7.15)
where dV/dz is the comoving volume element, which in a flat universe takes the form:
dV
dz
= 4pir2(z)
dr(z)
dz
, (7.16)
with r(z) denoting the comoving radial distance out to redshift z:
r(z) =
c
H0
ˆ z
0
dz′
E(z′)
. (7.17)
It follows that
N (z) = 4pir2(z)dr
dz
ˆ M2
M1
n(M, z)dM = −4pir
2 ρ¯(z)
H0E(z)
ˆ M2
M1
1
M
(
1
σ
dσ
dM
)
f(σ)dM . (7.18)
In practice, as we have said, we will use the function (7.12) for f(σ) in the above expression.
In Fig. 9, we show the theoretically predicted redshift distribution of the total num-
ber of cluster counts, N (z), with masses in the range 1013.4 h−1 . M/M . 1016 h−1,
corresponding to the concordance ΛCDM model. Notice that there is no significant dif-
ference in the best fitted ΛCDM value of Ω0m when we employ SNIa+CMB+BAOdz or
SNIa+CMB+BAOA data, as can be seen in Tables 1 and 2, and therefore the number of
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Figure 13: Fractional difference δN/N in the number of counts of clusters between the vacuum models
B1 (left) and B2 (right) and the concordance ΛCDM model, using SNIa+CMB+BAOA data from Table 2.
Same notation as in Fig. 10.
counts in Fig. 9 does not depend on the BAO data used in the fit. We can see that the total
number of counts increases with the redshift up to a maximum point and then decreases
steadily, meaning that from that point onwards the larger is the redshift the smaller is the
number of counts of virialized halos with a mass M in the indicated range. The curves
shown in that figure (which include the 1σ error in the fitted value of Ω0m) define the fidu-
cial ΛCDM prediction. We will use it to compare with the corresponding outcome from
the dynamical vacuum models under study. Recall that we denote the deviations of the
number counts of a given vacuum model with respect to the ΛCDM as δN = N −NΛCDM.
We start our comparison by considering Fig. 10, where we display (on the left plot of
it) the fractional difference δN/N in the number of counts of clusters between the vacuum
model A1 and the concordance ΛCDM model (cf. Fig. 9) using SNIa+CMB+BAOdz fitting
data from Table 1. The continuous solid line in the figure represents the predicted deviation
δN/N for the best fit value from that table, whereas the inner and outer bands comprise
the δN/N prediction for the points within ±1σ and ±3σ values around it, respectively.
The plot on the right of Fig. 10 is similar, but for model A2. The corresponding results
for models A1 and A2 when SNIa+CMB+BAOA fitting data from Table 2 are used can
be seen in the two plots of Fig. 11.
We can summarize the analysis presented in Figs. 10 and 11 by saying that δN/N
can have both signs in the case of using BAOdz data, provided we consider the points in
the ±3σ band. The narrower ±1σ band is nevertheless more predominantly bent into the
negative sign. As for the BAOA data, the prediction for δN/N is negative for all points,
even for those in the ±1σ band. It means that, all in all, models A1 and A2 tend to predict
a smaller number of counts as compared to the ΛCDM. The fractional decrease can be as
significant as 30− 60%.
The corresponding deviations in the number of counts for models B1 and B2 are
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depicted in Figs. 12 and 13. Here we find a feature that was not present for type-A models,
namely we observe from these figures that the deviations with respect to the ΛCDM are
all positive when the BAOdz data are used (cf. Fig. 12), whilst they are negative when the
BAOA data are utilized (cf. Fig. 13). This may seem surprising, but is related to the
sensitivity of the number counts to the best fit value of Ω0m employed in the analysis, which
is different for each type of BAO. As we have seen from Table 1, the BAOdz fitting data
projects a value of Ω0m that is closer to the ΛCDM value than in the case of BAOA (cf.
Table 2). In the latter, Ω0m is significantly smaller than in the ΛCDM model. The sign of
δN/N is tied to this fact. As it is shown in Appendix A, if a given vacuum model has the
same Ω0m value (or very similar), the sign of δN/N is opposite to the sign of the vacuum
parameter ν or  that dominates the model. For models B1 and B2 with BAOdz data, the
best fit value of Ω0m is indeed very close to the fitted value for the ΛCDM. Thus, since for
these models  < 0 we find δN/N > 0 and moreover this fraction is growing quite fast, up
to 50 − 100% and more (Fig. 12). At variance with this situation, with BAOA data these
models predict a substantial depletion in the number counts as compared to the ΛCDM,
as shown in Fig. 13, the reason being the smaller preferred value of Ω0m as compared to the
concordance model.
In Fig. 14 we have put in a nutshell the essential results of our number counts analysis.
Namely, we have displayed the fractional differences δN/N with respect to the ΛCDM
by using only the best fit values of all the vacuum models in the two BAO modalities.
Obviously we need an improvement of the two sorts of BAO measurements to see it they
can eventually provide a more coincident best fit value of Ω0m, as this is essential to decide
on the sign of δN/N . From our point of view perhaps the least model-dependent BAO
results are those from BAOA, as they are based on low-z data only and therefore are not
so tied to the specific behavior of the models around the drag epoch.
Finally, as a particular case of our general treatment of type-A and type-B models,
we briefly mention the situation with the class of C1 models (where e.g. the linear model
ρΛ ∝ H is also included). We have emphasized in Sect.6.5 that the C1 models perform
a rather bad fit to the linear growth of density perturbations. Recently, however, the
number count analysis of the linear model ρΛ ∝ H has been considered in Ref. [52], in
which a significant excess in the number of counts is reported as compared to the ΛCDM
model. Although it is not part of our main purpose, we have computed in passing the
corresponding number of counts for this model. Unfortunately, we do not concur with
the results of [52]. We do not find an excess in the number of counts as compared to the
ΛCDM, but a large deficit.
To conclude, in view of the results found in our analysis of the cluster halo redshift
distribution presented in Figures 10-14, we can assert that it is an efficient method to
distinguish the various sorts of dynamical vacuum models with respect to the ΛCDM and
also among themselves, especially when the different sources of BAO data will become
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Figure 14: Left: Comparison of the fractional difference δN/N in the redshift distribution of cluster
number counts of all the vacuum models with respect to the concordance ΛCDM model using the central fit
values of the SNIa+CMB+BAOdz data (cf. Table 1); Right: As before, but for the SNIa+CMB+BAOA
data (cf. Table 2).
more precise. The sensitivity of the method to the parameters (ν, α, , ...) of the vacuum
models is large if we take into account that they are relatively small. We have found that
the fractional differences δN/N with respect to the ΛCDM can typically be as large as
±50% despite the fact that the (absolute) values of those parameters are typically of order
10−3.
8. Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, we have analyzed in great detail several classes of dynamical vacuum models
in which the vacuum energy density can be expressed as a power series of the Hubble func-
tion and its cosmic time derivative. We have singled out model types which are particularly
attractive from the theoretical point of view, namely vacuum models for which the number
of time derivatives of the scale factor is even: ρΛ(t) = c0 +
∑
k=1 αkH
2k(t)+
∑
k=1 βkH˙
k(t).
These can be well motivated within the context of quantum field theory (QFT) in curved
spacetime since their structure is manifestly compatible with the general covariance of the
effective action and can be linked to the notion of renormalization group. For the study of
the current universe the series naturally terminates at the level of the H2 and H˙ terms, but
the higher order ones can be very important for a proper description of the early universe
and the inflationary phase.
We have stressed the need for the nonvanishing additive (constant) term, c0 6= 0, in
the above class of models. It guarantees a smooth limit converging to the standard ΛCDM
model when the coefficients of the dynamical terms go to zero. We have verified that models
with c0 = 0 are generally in conflict with observations, whether with the background data,
or with the structure formation data, or both.
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For instance, we have considered vacuum models of the form Λ = a0+a1H˙+a2H
2, with
c0 6= 0 (the class of models that we have called type-A). They are well-behaved and if the
(dimensionless) coefficients a1 and a2 are sufficiently small, the cosmological term develops
just a mild dynamical behavior around the ΛCDM model. Such framework could compete
as a good candidate for a consistent description of the Universe in terms of dynamical
vacuum energy, an option that should be considered natural in QFT in curved space-time.
In our analysis we have also admitted the possibility that some terms in the effective
structure of Λ(H, H˙) could mildly violate the covariance requirement on phenomenological
grounds. Notwithstanding, we considered this possibility viable only when the expected
terms are also present. We do not deem theoretically sound those vacuum models exclu-
sively constructed from noncanonical terms (i.e. unexpected terms not satisfying the above
mentioned conditions), such as e.g. the model Λ ∝ H. A model of this sort has the double
inconvenience that c0 = 0 and that the number of time derivatives of the scale factor is odd
(one derivative in this case). Not surprisingly when such model is confronted with obser-
vations fails on several accounts. When we add up to it the power H2, we reach the model
Λ = c1H + c2H
2 (referred to in this work as the type-C1 model). In this extended form
the situation of the new model improves at the background level, but is still troublesome
at the perturbations level since the model fails to describe the linear growth of structure
formation. Similarly, the pure quadratic model Λ ∝ H2 is problematic, but for a different
reason. While this model contains an even power of the Hubble rate, it is actually not
sufficient to comply with the phenomenological requirement in the absence of a constant
additive term. The reason is that it does not admit an inflection point from deceleration
to acceleration, and moreover it does not have a growing mode for structure formation
(for reasonable values of the cosmological parameters). The pure linear and quadratic
models, Λ ∝ H and Λ ∝ H2, are therefore strongly excluded; and their combination,
Λ = c1H + c2H
2, provides a model still considerably crippled to account for the structure
formation data. Similar (though not identical) criticisms can be applied to vacuum models
of the sort Λ = c1H˙ + c2H
2 (type-C2). Hence, all type-C models are unfavored, strongly
disfavored or simply ruled out.
We have already mentioned that type-A dynamical vacuum models are in very good
shape inasmuch as they are perfectly comparable to the concordance ΛCDM model when
the dynamical components are subdominant in the current universe. Interestingly, another
viable variant that we have considered are the type-B models. These are obtained by
including an additive term to the type-C1 models, i.e. they have the structure Λ = b0 +
b1H+b2H
2 with b0 6= 0. We have found that they are also, in principle, phenomenologically
admissible. For them the presence of the linear component is not so determinant as in the
case of the type-C1, because it can be interpreted as a correction (e.g. a bulk viscosity
effect) to the main structure. Most important, the type-B models have a smooth ΛCDM
limit as in the type-A case, and this fact is again crucial to protect them from departing
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exceedingly from the concordance ΛCDM model near our time.
In the present work we have solved the background and perturbations cosmology for
all these vacuum models and confronted them with observations. In the light of the most
recent observational data on type Ia supernovae, the Cosmic Microwave Background and
the Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations (BAO), we have obtained a fit to their basic parameters
(ν, α, ). From the fitted values we have computed the linear growth factor of structure
formation for each model and compared with the observed linear growth rate of clustering
measured from the SDSS galaxies. Subsequently we have moved to the nonlinear regime
and considered the predicted redshift distribution of cluster-size collapsed structures as a
powerful method to distinguish the models. We have computed the corresponding fractional
deviation δN/N in the number of counts of clusters with respect to the ΛCDM prediction.
The general conclusion we have reached is that the studied dynamical vacuum models
(type-A and type-B with nonvanishing additive constant term) are able to pass (with some
differences) the combined observational tests, including the structure formation data, with
a statistical significance that in some cases is comparable or even better than that of the
concordance ΛCDM model. The current Universe appears in all these models as FLRW-
like, except that the vacuum energy is not a rigid quantity but a mildly evolving one. In
fact, the typical values we have obtained for the coefficients ν, α and  responsible for the
time evolution of ρΛ in these models lie in the ballpark of ∼ 10−3. This order of magnitude
value is roughly consistent with the theoretical expectations, some of them interpreted in
QFT as one-loop β-functions of the running cosmological constant.
Despite the two types of viable dynamical vacuum models remain close to the ΛCDM
model, the overall fit from type-B models is not so good as the type-A ones. We have
pointed out that this may be due to the fact that the presence of the linear term ∼ H
(characteristic of type-B models, especially the type-B1 ones) is unexpected in the general
structure of the effective action in QFT in curved spacetime. This is in contradistinction
to the vacuum structure of type-A models, where all included terms are expected. Overall,
this feature might be indicative that the A-class of models are both theoretically and
phenomenologically preferred to the B-ones. However, it is too early for a final verdict,
and more observational work may be necessary to decide. In the meanwhile we have
shown that the two types of models could be distinguished from the point of view of the
measured redshift distribution of cluster-sized collapsed structures in the Universe. We
have found that they can show significant deviations (of order ±50%) from the predicted
redshift distribution in the concordance ΛCDM model. Our expectation is that when the
upcoming and present X-ray and Sunyaev-Zeldovich surveys (such as eROSITA and SPT)
will have collected enough statistics, it should be possible to decide about the best type of
dynamical vacuum model from the phenomenological point of view.
In the course of our analysis we have also briefly pointed out the fact that generally the
dynamical models under consideration in this paper, and especially when fitted using the
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BAOA observable (which depends on low-redshift data on the acoustic A(z)-parameter),
tend to provide a value of Ω0m significantly smaller than in the ΛCDM model. This would
seem to be consistent with the possible dynamical character of the dark energy recently
claimed in the literature on the basis of model-independent DE diagnostics [33].
To summarize, the dynamical vacuum models of the cosmic evolution may offer an
appealing and phenomenologically consistent perspective for describing dynamical dark
energy without introducing extraneous dark energy fields. In that framework, dark energy
is reinforced as being nothing more, but nothing less, than dynamical Λ. This could
help to better understand the origin of the Λ-term and the vacuum energy density in the
fundamental context of QFT in curved spacetime. Ultimately, it should shed light on the
old cosmological constant problem, or at least provide a hint to elucidate the puzzling
cosmic coincidence of the current matter and vacuum energy densities.
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A. Understanding how the cluster number counts method works
We have shown that type A and B models of the vacuum energy successfully fit all known
cosmological data, including linear structure formation, in a way comparable to the ΛCDM.
However we would like to find a way to lift their alike performance and be able to distinguish
them in a practical way. The number counts method is a good method to accomplish this
aim. To understand semianalytically why the method works, it will suffice to consider the
original Press-Schechter function defined in Sect. 7.1. For convenience let us define the
ratios
T (M) ≡
´∞
0 k
n+2T 2(Ω
(0)
m , k)W 2(kR)dk´∞
0 k
n+2T 2(Ω
(0)
m , k)W 2(kR8)dk
and DN (z) ≡ D(z)
D(0)
. (A.1)
In this way from (7.7) we have σ2(z) = σ28 D
2
N (z) T (z), and we can rewrite (7.18) as follows:
N (z) = − 4pir
2 ρ¯
H0E(z)
ˆ M2
M1
1
M
(
1
σ
dσ
dM
)
fPSc(σ)dM = −4
√
2piρ¯
c
H0
(
δc(z)r
2(z)
E(z)σ8DN (z)
)
I(ν) ,
(A.2)
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with r(z) given in Eq.(7.17). In the last step we have used explicitly the original form of
the Press-Schechter function fPSc(σ), and we have defined the integral
I(ν) ≡
ˆ M2
M1
dM
M
1
T
d
√T
dM
e
− δ
2
c
2σ28D
2
N
T . (A.3)
Using the generalized forms (7.12) or (7.14) does not alter the explanation why the method
works, and for this reason we restrict ourselves to the canonical one.
The variations with respect to the ΛCDM model should come from the variations in
the terms in the big parenthesis on the r.h.s. of Eq. (A.2), as well as from the integral (A.3).
The other ingredients of N (z) should not depend on the model details in a significant way.
Let us assume that there is only one parameter in the dynamical vacuum model, say ν.
Expanding around ν = 0, i.e. around the ΛCDM case, we can get the departure terms:(
r2(z)
E(z)
)(ν)
=
(
r2(z)
E(z)
)(0)
+ δa1 ; (σ8DN (z))
(ν) = (σ8DN (z))
(0) + δa2 ; δ
(ν)
c = δ
(0)
c + δa3 .
(A.4)
Notice that all the δai in the previous expression are proportional to ν, and therefore very
small compared to the leading terms. Let us warn the reader that it would be inappro-
priate to expand the exponential in the integrand of (A.2) in the same way, as the linear
approximation would be insufficient for the typical values of ν found in our analysis. The
number counts formula (A.2) therefore yields
N (z) = −4
√
2piρ¯
c
H0
(
δc(z)r
2(z)
E(z)σ8DN (z)
)(0)
×
[
1 + δa1
(
E(z)
r2(z)
)(0)
− δa2
(σ8DN (z))(0)
+
δa3
δ
(0)
c
+O(ν2)
]
I(ν) . (A.5)
In this way we can compute the variation in the number of clusters (at a given redshift)
with respect to the ΛCDM, i.e. δN = N (ν) − N (ν = 0). The corresponding relative
variation can be cast as
δN
N =
I(ν) − I(0)
I(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
T0
+ δa1
(
E
r2
)(0) I(ν)
I(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
− δa2
(σ8DN )(0)
I(ν)
I(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
+
δa3
δ
(0)
c
I(ν)
I(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
T3
, . (A.6)
The numerical evaluation of the various terms of this expression is displayed in Table 5.
It clearly shows that the dominant term is T0 in (A.6). The terms T1 − T3 are all of
them proportional to δai and hence to ν. Since ν = O(10−3) all the terms proportional
to it are of the same order of magnitude. The T0-term is not, and it becomes the leading
one. Here is where the main contribution comes from, which is typically two orders of
magnitude larger than ν and hence it can reach the order 10% rather than 1 per mil.
This feature is at the root of the main difference of this method with respect to the linear
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ν σ8 DN (z = 2) δc(z = 2) T0 T1 T2 T3
δN
N
-0.0017 0.829 0.4315 1.695 0.096 -0.0034 -0.015 0.0065 0.084
0.0017 0.794 0.4362 1.675 -0.139 0.0027 0.016 -0.0051 -0.125
-0.004 0.854 0.4282 1.710 0.276 -0.0092 -0.047 0.0189 0.239
0.004 0.770 0.4394 1.660 -0.278 0.0052 0.030 -0.0107 -0.254
Table 5: Numerical evaluation of δN/N , i.e. the relative variation in the number of counts
as compared to the ΛCDM, see Eq. (A.6). We consider different values of the ν parameter at
fixed z = 2 and provide also the breakdown of the result in the individual contributions T0 − T3.
To illustrate the method we have used the consistent set of inputs: Ωb(z = 0) = 0.022242h
−2,
Ωm(z = 0) = 0.284, δ
(0)
c = 1.675, σ
(0)
8 = 0.811 and D
(0)
N (z = 2) = 0.4351.
perturbations analysis. In the latter the deviations of the dynamical vacuum models with
respect to the linear growth rate of the ΛCDM are proportional to ν and therefore cannot
be distinguished. Here, instead, the relative differences become magnified thanks to the
nonperturbative effects associated to (A.3). In addition, we note from Table 5 that there
are significant differences for different values of ν within the same order of magnitude,
which are also sensitive to sign changes of the parameter. In the present case the sign of
δN is opposite to the sign of ν, but this is because the value of Ω0m for the dynamical
vacuum model that we have analyzed is the same as in the ΛCDM, but in general there
is no such sign correlation. What is important is that using the number count method we
expect visible effects that would remain almost invisible in the linear approach owing to
the small values of the model parameters. This is corroborated in the numerical analysis
presented in Sect. 7.2.
B. Computing the collapse density threshold δc for the dynamical vacuum
models
In this appendix we present the necessary formulas to compute the linearly extrapolated
density threshold above which structures collapse, i.e, δc, for the type-A and type-B dy-
namical vacuum models under study. We follow the standard methods available in the
literature – see e.g. [93] and [94], and references therein. Details of the procedure were also
amply provided in Ref. [20] where it was applied to other dynamical vacuum models. We
will therefore not repeat these details, but just the initial setup and the final results for the
non-linear perturbation equations corresponding to the models under consideration. The
linearized part of these equations reduces, of course, to the perturbations equations that we
have derived previously in Section 5. Recall that in order to derive the nonlinear equations
it is convenient to start from the Newtonian formalism for the cosmological fluid, and use
the continuity, Euler and Poisson equations in the matter dominated epoch:
∂ρm
∂t
+∇r · (ρmv) = 0 , (B.1)
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Figure 15: Computation of the collapse density threshold function δc(z) using the best fit values to
SNIa+CMB+BAOdz data (left plot) and to SNIa+CMB+BAOA data (right plot). In both plots we include
the constant CDM value δc =
3
20
(12pi)2/3 ' 1.686 (horizontal dotted line) as well as the ΛCDM curve (solid
points, in green). The δc(z) curves for the vacuum models A1 and A2 are represented with squares (in red)
and with diamonds (in blue), respectively. The corresponding values at z = 0 define δc for each model, and
are indicated in the last column of Table 3.
∂v
∂t
+ (v · ∇r) v +∇r Φ = 0 , (B.2)
∇2Φ = 4piGN
∑
i
ρi(1 + 3ωi) , (B.3)
where v is the total velocity of the co-moving observer in three-space, Φ is the Newtonian
gravitational potential, r is the physical coordinate, and ωi = pi/ρi is the EoS parameter
for each component. Introducing comoving coordinates x = r/a the perturbations are
defined in the following way:
ρi(x, t) = ρ¯i(t) + δρi(x, t) = ρ¯i(t)(1 + δi(x, t)) , (B.4)
Φ(x, t) = Φ0(x, t) + φ(x, t) , (B.5)
v(x, t) = a(t)[H(t)x + u(x, t)] , . (B.6)
Here u(x, t) is the comoving peculiar velocity. Next we have to insert inserts Eqs. (B.4)–
(B.6) into Eqs. (B.1)–(B.3) and use the definition of the gradient with respect to co-moving
coordinates. Notice that ∇δm = 0, which holds for the spherical collapse of a top-hat
distribution. Following the same systematics as described in [20] we arrive at the nonlinear
perturbations equations for the models under consideration.
B.1 Type-A models
In this case the corresponding fully non-linear evolution equation reads as follows:
a2H2δ′′m + aHδ
′
m
[
3H +Q− ρm
2H
]
+ δm
[
2HQ+ aHQ′ − ρm
2
(1 + δm)
]
−
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−
[
4a2H2δ′2m + 5aHQδmδ′m +Q2δ2m
3(1 + δm)
]
= 0 (B.7)
where the primes continue denoting derivatives with respect to the scale factor and
Q(a) = 3H(a)(1− ξ). (B.8)
The formulas for the non-relativistic matter energy density ρm and the Hubble function H
can be found in Sect. 4.1. The numerical solution of the above nonlinear equation is used
to compute δc(z) for models A1 and A2 in Fig. 15, see Sect. B.3 for details.
B.2 Type-B models
For this type of models the nonlinear equation for the perturbations can be obtained with
some extra effort since on this occasion the calculations cannot be performed analytically
in terms of the scale factor. We write the final result using the variable y, which has been
defined in 5.15. We find:
9
16
H20F2(1− y)2δ′′m +
3
4
H0Fδ′m(1− y2)
[
2H +Q− 3
2
yH0F
]
+
+
[
2HQ+
3
4
H0F(1− y2)Q′ − ρm
2
(1 + δm)
]
δm − Q
2δ2m
3(1 + δm)
−
−
[
4
(
3
4H0F(1− y2)δ′m
)2
+ 154 QH0F(1− y2)δmδ′m
3(1 + δm)
]
= 0 , (B.9)
where the primes indicate on this occasion derivatives with respect to y, defined in Eq. (5.15)
– the notation should not be confusing with the previous use of primes since we make
explicit the argument. The expressions for Q(y), ρm(y) and H(y) for the type-B models
can be found in Sect.5.3. The numerical solution of the above nonlinear equation is used
to compute δc(z) for models B1 and B2 in Fig. 16, cf. Sect. B.3.
The corresponding nonlinear equation for type-C1 models is a particular case of Eq. (B.9)
and is obtained as indicated in Sect. 4.3. In particular, for  = Ω0Λ and ν = 0 (hence
F = Ω0Λ) we obtain the corresponding equation for the pure linear model ρΛ ∝ H, which
we have ruled out. We shall not consider the computation of the number counts for these
models here.
B.3 Numerical procedure to determine δc
Next we follow the prescriptions of [93], which was also described in detail (and applied to
previous vacuum models) in [20]. We compute δc(zf ) by numerically integrating the above
nonlinear equations between zi and zf (where the initial redshift zi is sufficiently large,
for instance 106). The aim is to find the initial value δm(zi) for which the collapse takes
place at z = zf , i.e. such that δm(zf ) is very large, say 10
5 or 109 (the result does not
change significantly). Second, we use the previously determined value of δm(zi) together
– 55 –
Figure 16: Computation of the collapse density threshold function δc(z) for the B1 and B2 vacuum
models. The rest of the notation is as in Fig. 15. The values of δc(z) at z = 0 are indicated in the last
column of Table 4.
with a small value of δ′m(zi). In fact, we know it is zero for a sphere, so we may take
δ′m(zi) ∼ 10−6 − 10−4 [93]. These are then used as the initial conditions for solving the
corresponding linear perturbations equations. The value of δm(zf ) obtained in the second
step of this procedure defines δc(zf ), and the value of this quantity at zf = 0 defines
δc ≡ δc(zf = 0). Notice that the linear equations are simply obtained from (B.7) and (B.9)
upon neglecting all terms of O(δ2m) and O(δ′2m). The equations obtained in this way are, of
course, the ones already presented in Sect. 5 for both types of models A and B. The values
of δc obtained by this method for each model are displayed in the last column of Tables 3
and 4 (cf. Sect. 7.2). The numerical solutions δc(z) for each model are displayed in Figs. 15
and 16.
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